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Setting People in their Environment: Plant and Animal Remains from
Anglo-Scandinavian York
By Allan Hall and Harry Kenward

Introduction
Fox €he past millennium, the inhabitants of t11e
centre of York have, whether h e y knew it or not, been
living on top of a compost heap in which are preserved all kinds of remains of Anglo-Scandinavian
and early post-conquest life. The preservation of this
mass of organic matter has come about because, for
reasons which are not fully understood, the deposits
show ar~oxicwaterlogging - in other words they
have remained moist, and decay has been inhibited
by lack of free oxygen. Later citizens must often have
encountered these 'peaty' deposits and wondered
about some of the more recognisable biological remains, as well as the numerous artefacts, surviving
in them. However, it was not until the early 20th century that the value of all this material in investigating the past started to be appreciated (see p.294).

Early observations
There are a few early allusions to plant and animal remains from Anglo-ScandinavianYork, as well
as to the mime of the deposits containing them. Over
a century ago, it had become clear that the centre of
York was Sl~erepository for an important archive of
plant and animal remains from the early medieval
period. Eenson (1902) observed deposits at.25'26 and
27 High Ousegate, some of which - to judge from
their character and from tl~eevidence of later excavations -were surely of Anglo-Scandinavian date.
He wrote (p.64) that 'the material [exposed] was a
black warp deposit, matted with brushwood, pieces
of leather, bones and horns of cattle, sheep, pigs,
goats, etc., tusks ofboars, cut antlers of red and fallow deer, and occasionally oyster shells.A &in lightcoloured strawy band, two inches deep, occurred
here and there, and gave out a strong odour that savowed of manure. The deposit was very compact
and could be cut vertically, and on digging into it
vapours were emitted similar to steam.' By analogy
wit11 the 16-22 Coppergate excavation, such deposits accumrdated in the lOth-l3th/14th centuries.

B~~~~~~ c o m e n ~ alsoembody an early
to interpretthe formation of the deposits (p.65): 'the

site of the excavationhas been subject to floods, warp
being deposited, and vegetation growing between
times to be entombedby warp with recurring floods.
The district was a swampy one; the leg bones of a
stork or heron were found. The area has been raised
by wasp deposits and in later times the road was
heightened five feet, may be as a barrier between the
two rivers when in flood. The depth of tl~iswarp
deposit has not been reached, although penetrated
t h e e feet below present level of digging.' Ramm
(1971),evidentlyinfluencedby these early comments,
perpetuated the 'warpf theory when he wrote at some
length on the supposed evidence for late and postRoman flooding. In particular, he cites (ibid., 183) a
late 19tl1-century account of finds of Viking (and
Anglian) date at the Friends1Meeting House between
Clifford Street and Castlegate: 'under the finds "was
heather and ling" indicating a11 open site in what had
been the middle of the closely packed civilian area
south of the fortress. Heath is the vegetation that
might be expected to grow over silt left b e h d after
the floods had receded.' Sadly, this last statement is
untenable: heath is almost &e last kind of vegetation
to colonise such deposits and if is very much more
IikeLcely - given all subsequent studies in the city Chat the sequence at the Friends' Meeting House included heather (ling is the same plant!) imported by
h e Anglo-Scandinavian inhabitants of the area for
one or more of many purposes. It is worth rnentioning here that vegetative remains of heather, Calluna
vulgnris (L.) Hull, have been recorded from as many
as 173 contexts at 1 6 2 2 Coppergate, sometimes in
considerable quantity, and from twelve layers at 6-8
Pavement; a 20-30 mm thick layer of heather was
also recorded at 21-33 Aldwark (Seawardand William
1976; AY 10/2). That there is no clear evidence fox
floodinginYork in the Anglo-Scandinavianperiod will
be argued below.

HiStolfyof biological analyses
The earliest report on plant or animal remains
from Anglo-Scandinavian York that: was more than
anecdotaiin nature was that by Godwin and Bachem
(1959) on plant material from Richardson's excava-
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tions in Hungate . They studied plant macro-fossils
from a pit fill and five 'levels' (layers),dated as 'Late
Anglo-Saxon' or 'hglo-Danish' from a brushwood
and clay bank; in all, eight samples were examined,
though no details of their size were published. The
samples contained a wide range of uncharred material including wetland taxa and weeds of cultivation,
especially cornfield weeds and nitrophiles, but also
some Prunus stones and several grasslandplants.Hop
and ?flax were both present, but the tentative identifications of seeds of 'vegetables' are rather suspect. Indeed, a number of the taxa were not regarded by the
original authors as necessarily satisfactorily identified
at the level of species and this, and the lack of accurate dating, makes this early work of rather limited
value, other than as a demonstration of potential.

The 'rescue' excavationsof the 1970s-1980s can be
seen as the period in which the study of plant and
animal remains from azchaeological deposits in York
evolved from a marginal to a central role. Much of the
stimulus for this came from Peter Addyrnan and Paul
Buckland during the earliest years of York Archaeological Trust's work in the city and by 1975there was
sufficient momentum for the Ancient Monuments
Laboratory of the then Departtnent of Ancient Monuments and Historic Buildings to establish and corefund the Environmental Archaeology Unit at the
University of York to undertake the routine analysis
of a wide range of biologicalremains and archaeological sediment5 from York's extensive excavations.
Anglo-Scandinavian material figured prominmtly in
these early projects, starting with 6-8 Pavement but
mainly through Zl~elarge-scaleinvestigationsat 16-22
Coppergate in the period 1976-81. This was a time
when techniques for sampling, for processing, and for
arwlysis were all being deveIoped and it is for this reason h a t Kenward and Hall wrote in 1995 (AY 14/7,
437) 'the ill-formed theoretical base for work on biological remains from urban deposits in existence ...
meant that the investigations ... were essentially an
exercise in exploratory data gathering with yost ~ O C
"ii~terpzetation".M y when a s u b s ~ t i aproportion
l
of h e work had been completed ...[could] the authors
... begin to constructhypotheses...'. Urban environmental archaeology is a discipline which still requires a
great deal of fundamental research.
Since the advent of 'developer-funded' archaeology in the 1990s, opportunities for studyng biological remains from the usually rafher deep-lyingAngln-

Scandinavian levels in York have become extremely
limited. Indeed, it is something of an irony that the
city's (and for that matter the nation's) policy wifh
regard to preservation of its below-ground heritage
was in part born out of the problems encountered at
a site where there happened to be excellent waterlogged preservation of Anglo-Scandinavian occupation deposits (but an inadequate provision for
sampling and post-excavation analysis), viz, at 1-9
Micklegate. As Table 6 shows, interventions ill the
last decade have generally yielded at most only one
or a few samples of Anglo-Scandinavian date, the
most important being those from St Saviourgate,
Layerthorpe Bridge and 4-7 Parliament Street (preservation of delicate plant and invertebrate remains
at the last-named site was as good as or better than
anythng observed at 16-22 coppergate). The falloff in numbers of samples from Anglo-Scandinavian
deposits subjected to biological analysis over the past
three decades has been dramatic: there have botanical analysesof over 500 contexts from sites excavated
in the 1970s, but only 50-60 from both of the two
succeeding decades. However laudable the policy of
in-ground preservation, the failure to collect samples
when opportunities arise is, in academic terms, reprehensible, especially if there is a long-term threat to
at least some of the deposits (Kenwardand Ha112000~;
Kenward and Hall forthcoming).

What are the deposits made of?
As the passages from Benson and R a m quoted
above indicate, the questionof how these thick organic
occupation deposits dating to the Anglo-Scandinavian
period in York formed and subsequently survived
the vicissitudes of a millennium of burial is an important one. That the deposits were, in most cases,
clearly not laid down in water or by the agency of
flooding means that they formed subaerially (although some pit fills must have been saturated as
they formed). Parallels in nature axe accumulations
of peat in fens and bogs where ground water conditions or levels of precipitation are such that plant and
other organic matter steadilybuilds up because depositioi~ratesare faster than rates of decay. It is not surprising, therefore, that the more richly organic
deposits at sites like 16-22 Coppergate were commonly termed 'pests' during the earlier stages of excavation. A better analogy thougl~,is with a garden
compostheap which has been poorly constructed and
is consequently insufficiently well drained and am-

Table 6 Sites with Anglo-Scandinaviandeposits in York for which some analysis of plant: and/or invertebrate remains has been made. References marked " are archaeological reports with passing refences to MologicaI remains but no detailed account of results concerning their study

Site name

References

Nature of site

Size of corpus of
samples

Godwin and Bachem (1959)

one pit fiIl and five 'levels' (layers), dated as 'Late Anglo-Saxui~'or AngIoDanish, and c&g
from a 'brushwood and clay bank'

very small

?floors associated with wattIe structures

modest

6-8 Pavement (1972.21)

21-33 Aldwark (197M.6)

Seaward and Williams (1976); Greig
(1983);AY 10/2*

layers dbmshwood and moss

very small

5&9 Skeldergate (1973-5.141

Tomlinson (1989a)

mostly pit fills, but phasing not cmtain

smalI

deposits of uncertain nature associated with wattle; probably AngIoScandinavian

modest

5-7 Coppergate (1974.8)
site adjacent to 1-5 Aldwark (1976-7.15)

Kenward (1986); Kmward and
Robertson (1988); Hall (1988); AY 10/2*

?hglo-Scandinavianbank deposits and pit filk
various deposits associatedwith post-and-wattle and plank buildings and
their surroundings

very l a r g

floors, pit fills and external layers

modest

a pit fill and its timber lining

very small

two ?snil deposits; assessment only

very small

24-30 Tanner Row (19833.32)

five contexts, mainly from a timber-lined pit (dated Cll-12)

very small

4 6 5 4 F i e r g a t e (19854.9)

three pit fills dated late ClO/first half Cl1

very small

16-22 Coppergate (197641.7)

TomIinson (1989b); Kenward and Hall
(200Ub)

5 Rougier Street (1981.12)
36 Aldwark (1'183.1)

Tomlinson (1989~)

7-9 AIdwark (2985.5)

McKenna et d. (1988);Tomlinson
(1989d)

fills of two pits, ?Angle-Scandinavian

very small

22 Piccadilly (1987.21)

C a r r ~ tet
t al. (1995)

mostIy waterside dumps; assessment only

small

1-9 Micklegate (1988-9.17)

O'C~nnvr(1990); Dobney et aL (1993);
Kenward and Ha11 (2000a)

various deposits associated with pust-and-wattle buildings and h i r
surroundulgs

,modest..

Adams Hydraulics, Phase I(lY9&1.13)

AIldritt et al. (1990)

one leveVing/'agdcultural' deposit; evaltta8on only

very small

Site name

References

Nature of site

Size of corpus of
samples

10612Walmgak (1991.21)

Carrott et al. (1992a)

pit fills; evaluation only

very small

Carmelite Street (1991.9)

Carrott et d.(1991)

one Linear cut fill; evduation o111y

very small

41 PiccadiUy (1992.18)

Dobney and Hall (1992)

one dump deposit; evaluation only-

very small

38 Piccadilly (1992.4)

Carrott et aL (1992b)

two build-up deposits overlying a cobbIed surface; evaluation only

very small

North Street (1993.1)

Cmotr et al. (1993a)

dump deposits; assessment only

small

1&q Lawrence Street (1993.11)

Carrott et al. (1994a)

one pit backfill; evaluation only

very smaU

9 St Saviourgate (1995.434)

Carrott et al. (1998a)

pit fills; assessment onIy

small

All Saints' Church, Pavement (1995.47)

Hall et al. (1998)

occupation deposits from boreholes; assessmen?only

very small

St George's School (1995.1)

Buckland (1995); Hajnalova and Charles
(1995)

occupation deposits; evaluation only (byARCUS); dating not wholly certain

very small

Foss Bridge/PeaslwIme Green/
Layerthorpe Bridge (19967.345)

Hall e t d.(2000b)

riverside dumps and features (dating frequenkly imprecise)

modest

Davygate (1997.102)

Carrott et al. (1997)

a single dump deposit; evaluation only

very small

2 Clifford Street (1999.256)

HaIl and Kmward (ZUOOb)

probable external accumuIations

very small

41-9 Walmgate (1999.941)

Johnstone et d.(2000)

-ly

small

4-7Parliament Street (1499.94)

Hall and Kenward (2000a)

some perhaps middens, but all probably pit filk

floors and associated make up; assessment only

very small

ated: decay of plant matter is sIow and the heap fails
to compost properly.
Of course, the Anglo-Scandinavian deposits in
York are not entirely derived from the decay of plant
and animal remains, and ii-t some cases have no perceptible organic content. It is woril~considering how
the inorganic component originated. Some is clearly
artefactual-pottery, the debris of brick and tile, and
building stone. Tlus is true even of the fine mineral
particles, which under the microscope can be often
be seen to be fragments of fired material. Much of
the sand grade and finer sediment may have accumulated in an essentially natural way, through windblow and trample, or by excavation from the
underlyjng natural deposits. Another source would
have been the erosion of Roman building stone and
mortar. Probably the bulk of the mineral sediment,
however, was imported, either deliberately as make
up or accidentally with plant resources and perhaps
turf. 'Clay layers', often actually silts ox clay silts, have
been recorded fairly often, having been used as levelling or packing. The origjn of these materials has not
yet beeninvestigated,though some undoubtedly was
dug up from the underlying moraine. Some clean
sands may have been brought from further afield,
although some beds of well-sorted sands occur in
places in the moraine within the limits of the early
town.

Many deposits with a silty texture (often perceptible as a silky or soapy feel between the fingers) have
proved on closer investigation to be ash. Most of this
presumably was wood ash and, indeed, fragments
of wood charcoal are oftei~dispersed through it. Further investigation of such deposits may reveal ash
derived from peat, but this is a neglected area of research in Yorlc. Charcoal itself, presumably mainly
derived from fuel, is abundant in many AngloScandinaviandeposits, sometimes forming an appreciable compona~t(Fig.87).

Wood as a component of the build up
If we consider the materials contributing the bulk
of the organicbuild up at sites Iike 1622 Coppergate,
6-8 Pavement and so on, it is evident that uncharred
wood and timber in one form or another is often significant. Apart from structural material, and smaller
fragments which may represent decayed structures or
artefacts, debris from woodworking was at times and

in places an important conhibutor to bulk and water
retention in deposits. Although probably vet$ much
under-recorded archaeobotanically (to judge from
records made during excavatioi~at Coppergate, for
example),wood chips -fragments up to about 25mm
in mxdmum dimension,often in thinflakes or %edges,
a#
and distinguisl~edby having one or more straight cut
edges -have been quite frequently noted in assemblages of plant remains from Angl~Scandinaviansites
(Fig.87).Given the preservative qualities of tree bark
employed by tanners, one might wonder whether the
presence of so much tannin-rich material (especially
bark, but to a lesser extent also wood) was not a major
factor in the 'self-preservationrof these richly organic
occupatioi~deposits, as alluded to in connexion with
bracken- and leather-rich deposits at Vindolanda on
Hadrian's Wall by Seaward (1976). This is certainly
an area where some simpIe experimental studies
could easily be made. Fig.87 also indicates how frequently bark may be recorded in these occupation
deposits.

Other components of build up
For many of the organic deposits, studies of the
plant remains and parasite eggs have shown that a
major component was faeces, whilst in numerous
others concentrations of dyeplants have been recorded (both are discussed further below).
The volume of human faecal material at 16-22
Coppergate has been estimated by Kenward and
Large (1998b) as over 45m" The volume of compressed faeces, largely l~urnan,buried in those areas
of Yorlc with Anglo-Scandinavian anoxic waterlogging
must be enormous. Assuming there is about lOOha
of Anglo-Scandinavian waterlogged deposits in the
city and (perhaps dangerously) that Coppergate
(with an area of 0-lha)is typicaI, the total volume of
buried faeces could be of the order of 45,000d (bul
see p.493).To this can be added an enormous quan
tity of pIant material originating in dyeing processes
to judge from the amounts of material interpreted as
dyebath waste at Coppergate and other sites (see
pp.395,404).
Bone is another very sigrufrcant component of the
deposits, although its volume is perhaps rarely as
great as the subjective impression gained during excavatioi~.Nevertheless, it is estimated that some milIions of bone fragments, contributing many cubic
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No, of contexts
examined

No. of contexts
containing:
charcoal
charcoal in more
than trace amounts

wood chips

'P

wood fragments
(all records)

wood fragments
in more than
trace amounts
bark fragments
(all records)

bark fragments
in more than
trace amounts

Number of samples

Percentage of samples

16-22 Coppergate

Layerthorpe Bridge

Fig.87 Records for drarconl, wood chips, .ruoudfragnzents in general, and barkfragments in sanaplesfiowz which plant remains h u e
beun studied from Anglo-Scandinauinn deposits jmnl thwu s i t s in York

metres to the accumulated deposits, were recovered
from excavations at 1 6 2 2 Coppergate, if both handcollected and sieved materiaI are considered.

While some layers consist of only one kind of
material, it is not surprising that many, perhaps most,
contain a mixture of components of various origins.
Disentmgling the compIex mixtures of biological
remains (and other material) in these more l~eterogeneous deposits is one of the more challenging aspects of environmentalarchaeology,but it is essential
if environment and activity in the past are to be elucidated.

An astonishg diversityof evidence
It has been established that a great variety of
materials contributed to the build up in AngIoScandinavian York. For €he biological remains, the
quahty of preservation in many of the deposits has
been such that extraordjnady -even bewilderingly
- Iong lists of plant and insect remains have often
been compiled from studies of only a kilogramme or
two of raw sediment. Thus, for example, more than
30 of the insect assemblages from 16-22 Coppergate
each included over ZOO species of beetles (out of perhaps 900 beetle species recorded from the site as a

whole, and out of about 3,800 on the modern list for
the British Isles). For the plant remail-IS,as many as
82 taxa of vascular plants have been recorded from a
single sampie (again from 16-22 Coppergate),out of
a total for the site as a whole of 431 (for comparison,
nearly 3,000 plant species are established in Briain
at the present time).
Wl~yhave so many species been found? For the
plants, the explanation lies principally h their exploitation by human beings, who brought a wide
range of plant materials to York for many purposes,
and also imported larger or smaller amounts of even
more plant species incidentally with plant or other
resources (e.g. woodland moss and turves). For the
insects, other explanations must be sought. Undoubtedly, n m e m u s insects were also brought accidentally wit11 plant resources, water and turf. However,
many species were established ill
town, taking
advantage of a range af habitats created by 11man
activity. Unique insect communities arose which are
not paralleled in nature (Kenward and Allison 1994aj.
Species which are normally rare in natural habitats
were able to prosper those which reproduce rapidly as m adaptation to patchy, short-lived habitats,
such as dung, found huge concentrations of habitat,
and slowly rqroducing species normally found in
small numbers in stable, long-term habitats were also
able to build up large populations.

-

Structural materials
The first:impression gained by a visitor to Ai~gloScandinavian York would doubtless have been of a
vast expanse of crorvded buildings in what was one
of the largest urban centres of h e period. What were
these buildings made of? And where did the building materials come from?
Excavation answers the first of these questions in
broad terms. Post-and-wat-tlebuildings have been
recorded at various locations, notably at 6-8 Pavement, in the Period 4B lwels at 16-22 Coppergate,
and at. 1-9 Micklegate. A later stage of building at
Coppergate (Period 5B) employed massive oak
planks and uprights, as did buildings at 25-7 High
Ousegate (Benson 1902; AY 8/3,247), King's Square
(Stead 1968; see Fig.75, p.299) and 1-9 Micklegate.
The quantities of roundwood required for wattle
buildings (not to mention all the ancillary structures
such as fences, screens and pit linings) must have

beenvery large, to extrapolateEromthe amaunts surviving in the ground. The above-ground &uctures
would have a short existence before the ravages of
moulds and perhaps also insects led to their collapse:
Hall et al. (AY 14/41 suggested a lifet.ime of 10-15
years, so that there would have been a coknuing
need for replacement. The environme&i impact of
winning all this wood is considered below (pp.41118). The spider beetle Tipnus unicolor (Piller and
Mitterpad~er),or at least its rarity, may offer further
evidence for the short life of buildings (see p.400).
The broad nature of the structures at this period
is El-tus well established, but some details are not.
Outstanding amongst these lacunae is continuing
uncertainty as to the nature of the roofs. When the
report on plant and invertebrate remains from 16-22
Coppergate was written, this question was merely
touched on. More evidence has sii-lce come to light;
combined with work on various sites elsewhere, this
has clarified the picture somewhat. Kenward and
Hall (AY 14/7,7234) discussed the records of brushwood at Coppergate and considered the possibility
that at least some of it represented layers from within
roofs. Similarly, evidence for turves might point to
the use of this material in roofing (ibid., 724-5).

While t h e case for brushwood as a component of
roofing is still weak, that for turf roofs has strengthened somewhat. Perhaps tl~ebest indicator that turf
was used frequently in Anglo-Scandinavian York is
the heath grass, Danthonila decumbens (Fig.88). This
rather sl~ort-growinggrass (typicalIy 1MOnn tall)
is widespread on poorer soils, especially sandy or
peaty, often damp, substrates, particularly on heaths
and moors. That the cleistogenes (fertile spikelets
formingin the culm bases rather than on aerial stalks)
were recorded from some contexts at Coppergate
suggests the basal parts of the plant found &eh way
into the deposits; routes for this include turves, but
also gut contents from herbivores such as sheep
which crop closely In the absence of any clear euidmce for gut contents, and in view of some records
of heathland insects (and a variety of heathland
plants), the importation of Danfhoniain grass sods is
a distinct. possibility (see further discussion by Hall
2003). Heather might be brought for a variety of purposes but some records of roots and basal twigs of
this plant, and of mosses from heathland surfaces,
might suggest the use of turves rather than cut
heather. For one of these cases, it was specifically sug-
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Idilrribers of contexts with Danthonia decumbens (Ileafhg r s s ) remainsf i n s sites in Anglo-Scandinavian York

gested €hat a range of typical hea&land/moorland
insects in the deposit had probably been imported in
cut turf (AY 14/7,611).
Heathlwd/moorland insects, mostly LTEopa refimlata (Fabricius) and Micrelus crime (Gylle&al), were
recorded from a small number of contexts at Coppergate. AS there was no indication of an origin in peat,

twfwas favoured as a likely source for these remains
(ibid., 724). The argument for turf is greatly strengthened by the lack of records for these insects from Period
3 (see Table 17, p.4151,when buildings were insubstantial. The evidence fox the importation of peat to
hglo-Scanclinavian York is minimal (pp.414-16), in
contrast to the numerous records for Roman York, and
its fairly frequent occurrence in post-conquest depos-

its, e.g. at a site in Bedem (AY 10/3) and at two sites
in Swinegate (Hall et al. 1991; Carrott et al. 1994b).
A n t s from heathland were found at nearby 6-8 Pavement during the preliminaryinvestigation (Buckland
et al. 1974),butheaih/moor insects were pi~sentonly
in traces in the main series of samples (AY 14/4,221);
inspection of the database for the site shows that most
of the records were of Strophosomus sus Stephm.This
rather large weeviI seems n~uchmore likely to have
arrived in turf than in cut vegetation since it drops
from vegetation when disturbed. Importation of
specimens caught in spider webs on heather is just
possible, however.
Toe very fragmented remains of 'outdoor' insects
found in floor deposits of some of the houses at
Coppergate (AY 14/7,550,555,557, discussed 736),
may have originated in t ~ v froofs. The cycles of
cl~angesin moisture status and the action of scavengers may gradually have reduced the corpses in Surf
to particles small enough to filter down as dust. If
this explanation is correct' there shouId be paralIel
evidence from fragmented plant remains, and we
may have a much-needed tool in the difficult campaign (conceptually) to reconstruct ancient xoofs.
Unfortui~ately,other explanations for the presence
of fragmentary insects cannot be ruled out; for example, bats reduce insect cuticle to minute fragments ,
(e.g. Swift et al. 19851, and cornmensal rodents may
do the same.
Perhaps the most likely materials to have been
used for roofing in Anglo-Scandinavian York are
'Norfolk reed' (the common reed, Plirapiites australis
(Cav.)Trin. ex Steudel) and cereal straw. The archaeobotanical evidence for the former is sparse, whilst
for the latter there is abundant 'proxy' evidence in
the form of seeds of cereal weeds together with some
vegetative material which may be the undecslyed
remnants of straw culms. In no case, however, has a
large concentration of cereal straw been recorded somewhat contrary to expectations, given t l ~ eexcellent state of preservation of so much plant materd
in the town at. this period. Some records of remains
of the saw-sedge Clndium innriscus (L.) Pohl (Fig.89)
may point to the use of this plant as thatclung material; perhaps the most convincing examples are those
of charred and uncharred leaf fragments from Layerthorpe Bridge and charred leaf fragments horn 1-9
Micklegate and 41-9 Walmgate. This last-mentioned
site also yielded some possible evidence for cereaI

straw thatch in the form of partly charred ('toasted')
remains of oat spikelets and for straw fragrn&ts w i d ~
a coating of fine Hack particles, probably soot; some
similar part-charred material was seen in two contexts at 2 Clifford Street.

Ifthatched roofs were used in Anglo-Scandinavian
York, they might have have needed an 'underlay' of
some h d , perhaps turf or brushwood, laid over a
system of timbers ox roui~dwoodpoles as in the tradition of the Northern Isles of ScotIand (e.g. Fenton
1978), the Hebrides (e.g. Geddes 19551, and parts of
north and west EngIand and Ireland (e.g. Buchanan
1957; Evans 1974). However, only at 16-22 Coppexgate has a deposit of brushwood been found wl~icll
couId be interpreted as a collapsed roof - though it
might equally be argued that suc11 material would,
under normal circumstances, have beenused for he1
after it had been stripped from the roof, and thus
would mostly not enter the archaeological record.

The 'sooty' straw from 41-9 Walmgate has been
mentioned but the fact that this is the only record of
sooted material is a matter for note. On the assumption that Ai~glo-Scandinavianbuildings had open
hearths with at most a small opening in the roof for
smoke to escape, the insides of roofs should have
become heavily smoke-blackened(cf. Letts 1999) and
debris horn such roofs ougl~t,preferentially, to survive in the fossil record. It might also be argued that
roofs would frequently have caught fire, yet no layers of charred thatching materials have been found
(the charred saw-sedge leaf material, cf. Fig.89, was
dispersed amongst other components of the deposits in wluch it was found and may merely
saw-sedge used as fuel; cf. Rowel1 1986).
Many of the 'dry decomposer' insects found in
h~glo-Scandinavianbuildings (e.g. AY 14/7,671-2)
would have found thatch a congenial habitat (Smitl~
1996). Mucl1 the most abundant beetle in floors at
Coppergatewas Lafh~idizds{pxobablymostiy L, pseudowinutus (Strand)),very likely to have lived in thatch,
but also in floors and walls. Whether insects wordd
have been deterred from living in the superstructure
by smolce contamination is uncertain (Smith et al.
1999).
The presence and condition of timber, wattle and
basketwork may be indicated by insect xemains, and
timber beetles are a constant in Anglo-Scandinavian
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Fig.8g Records of vegetative niaterinl ~ t z dnutlets of saw sedge (Cladium rnariscus)fio?n Anglo-Sciandinaviltn and early mediezlal
sites in York. The size ofthe symbol provides a guide t o fhefrequency zuifh whiclz remins were rccorded

deposits in York. Kenward and Hall (AY 14/7,658)
listed the insects associated with wood which were
recorded from Coppergate: twenty species were considered particularly likely to have exploited structural timber or wattle. Some, notably h e woodworm

beetle Anobiz~mpuncfacltum Degeer (horn almost twothirds of the contexts for which insects were quantified),Pfilinuspectinicomis (Linnaeus) (frommore thsln
one in ten contexts), and the powder-post beetle
Lyctus Iinearis (Goeze) (from about one-fifh of Sl~e
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see Table 10, p.393

contexts) were clearly estabIished on the site, and
some other species were quite frequent (e.g. Gynobius
planus (Fabricius)).

A, punctatzim and L. linearis are capable of causing considerable damage to timber, although not in
proportion to the paranoia that has been generated
by the pest control industry! They were, however,
most unlikely to have caused appreciable damage to
any but (ironicalIy)the best-constructed and longestlived buildings in t11e past, fungal decay of timbers
at ground level probably being the factor limiting the
life of most (AY 14/4, 190; AY 14/7, 722-3 and see
above, p.376).Perhaps sigrufrcantly, there was no concentration of wood-associated beetles in and around
the buildings at Coppergate (Fig.90).Even h longIived Roman, medieval and post-medieval buildings,
it is Iikely that insects caused relatively little structural damage. Woodworm takes many decades to
weaken large timbers significantly, and the deathwatch beetle (Xestubiumrufovillosum (Degeex)),cause
of much alarm to modern building conservators, damages timbers imma.lsely slowly and would rarely have
concerned people in the past, except superstitiously
(the adults knock their heads against the inside of
the pupal cell, producing what is said to be a disturbing sound in a silent room).

Gracilin minutlz (Fabricius) is a smalI black longhorn beetle which bores in fine twigs, and is well
known from wickerwork (Duffy 1953, 195; Hiclcin
1975, 241). It is fairly often recorded from AngloScandinavianYork and,when it occurs in large numbers, as in one pit fill at Coppergate (AY 14/7,520), it
probably indicates the presence of material si~chas
basketwork. At Coppergate it.occurred in seventeen
contexts, suggesting that it was well established in
the town. Another longhom beetle, the attractively
patterned Phyzatodes alni ( L h e u s ) , is so frequently
found (e.g.29 contexts at Coppergate; AY 14/71 that
it, too, surelymust have lived in basketwork or, more
probably, in wattle or light roof supports.
Scale insects (Chionaspis salicis {Lirinaeus) and
Lepidosaphes ulmi (Linnaeus))were abundant jn some
layers of Period 4B at Coppergate, doubtless originating from wattle in walls and perl~apsin furniture
and roofs including brushwood (Fig.90). They were
also sometimes immenseIy abundant in brushwood
layers amongst the 'backfills' (heterogeneous series
of apparently dumped d e p o s i ~ in
) the Period 5B

structures. T11e scale insects are fairly firmly attached
to the host twigs and branches, and only likely to be
released in large numbers over a long period of time,
suggesting an origin on shuctr~ralwood rather than
firewood which would presumably have been
quickly used up. Another route by which scaIe insects may l-lave entered the deposits is via the stripping of bark from twigs prior to their use forpurposes
such as basketry; the bark may well have decayed
preferentially or have been overlooked.
A range of other materials inay have been used
in finishing structures, among them textiles and s b .
Moss would have been invaluable in packing cracks
in walls and such a use might explain why small
amounts of moss were observed in so many surfaceIaid deposits at Coppergate, although evidence from
remains of standii~gstructures for moss used in this
way is l a c h g . Moreover, Anglo-Scandinavian York
has not provided evidence of the double-shi~ned
wattlework 'cavigr-wall' construction employed jn
7th-century buildings at.Deer Park Farms, Co. Antrim, N. Ireland (Hamlin and Lynn 1988,447).

Conditions and activities within
buildings
The first issue to be confronted in discussingwhat
it was like inside Anglo-Scandinavian buildings in
York is whe€her the excavated 'floor' deposits relate
to the use phase or abandonment (or low-grade use)
of the stzuctuxes. Obviously, if they do not represent
the litter accumuIathg during use they cannot provide evidence fox human activity and living conditions. It has been argued that floors are the one place
where there should not be accumulat.ion, but the
present aufl~orsdo not agree: such a view is too coloured by modern attitudes. We suggest that in a culture where organic waste was produced in huge
quantities, and where floors were damp, there would
inevitably have been a net accumulation of biological (apd other) remains on floors, even if they were
occasionally swept or scraped off. The arguments
have been rehearsed elsewhere (AY 14/7,725). Hall
e t al. (AY 14/41 offered a model of the way mineraI
and organic material may have accumulated on
Anglo-Scandinavian floors, which clearly shows how
much debris may build up; analogous deposits in
Iceland and Greenland are discussed by Amorosi et
al. (1992) and Buckland et al. (1994).

Before discussing the debris of occupation, it is
worth considering whether any of the archaeolopcal deposits represent 'madef floors, that is, material
used to make a level Iivhg surface.It was suggested
in the account of the 6-8 Pavement site (AY 14/4)
that: made floors and periods of accumulation in use
could be distinguished, and in a few cases rnineralrich floor layers at Coppergate may represent material used for levelling. There is, of course, always t11e
possibility h a t sediznent: used for levelling may be
richly orgai~icand contain abundant fossils, having
been excavated from earlier occupation deposits. The
redeposition of identifiable remains certainly can
occur in this way (a notable case being at the Magistrates' Courts site in Kingston-upon-Hull; Hall et al.
2000a). The secondary deposition of delicate orgai~ic
remains is discussed by Dobney et al. (1997).
Is it possible to determine the quality and use of
buildings from biological remains ill their floors (and
in deposits which can be argued to contain waste
cleaned from floors)?First of all, it must be emphasised that it is important to avoid regardjng litter
acmmulating on floors as evidence of low-quality
occupatioi~- it is the nature of the build up which
matkers. It should be possible to distinguish clem from
filthy living conditions using insect remains, their
value lying in the wide range of species capable of
exploiting the many kinds of habitats created by htlman life, combined with the fact that the animals
concerned are not deliberately exploited by l~umans.
If a community of insects requiring a particular habitat is present in the deposits formed on a house floor,
then it is very likely that the habitat existed in the
house; the main exceptions to this are where earIier
material has been imported to make up floors which should be detected through
- careful excavation in most cases - and where turf has been used.
If fauna from within houses can be identified, tken
conditions within the buildings, and something of
their construction, can be determined.
An extremely distinctive group of species has
been repeatedly dekcted inhouse floor deposits, both
subjectively (AY 14/6, 398-9; AY 24/7, 662-7) and
objectively (Carrott and Kenward 2001). For ease of
discussion (and despite the dangers of circular argument) this group is termed %ouse fauna'. The species assigned to t h i s group are only likely to be found
together in fairly dry litter wit11 some mouId growth,
and many have been recorded in modern buildings

(at least of the h d normaI until the mid .20th cenQ
tutury; Kenward and Allison 1994a).
=7

The Anglo-Scandinavianperiod at l(i722 Coppergate has provided classic examples of l~ousefauna
assemblages. Unfortunately, house fauna c8mmunities evidently developed h smctures u$dd to house
livestock as well as those used primarily by people
(Kenward and Hall 1997), so that it is essential to
determine which kind of use is represented. l k s is
generally not too difficult since there is a characteristic suite of organisms which signaI stabling - one
which is conspicuousIy rare in those parts of AngloScandinavianYork investigated bioal-chaeologically.chae~Iogically.
House ffoor deposits may be encountered in situ
or as dumps; in the latter case, it may be necessary to
disentangk very mixed communities includingpostdumping decomposer successions. Large quantities
of house fauna, presumably from floor clearance but
perhaps sometimes introduced as residual material
in backfills, were observed hsome pit fills at Coppergate (AY 14/7).

The gross condition of the floors at Coppergate
(inPeriods 4B and 5B/5C), indicated by the predominance of house fauna, was generally best described
as rather damp, but certainly not wet. There were,
however, some occasions when insects indicating
rather more foul conditions became established, perhaps as a result of particular activities.In some cases,
flies indicating very unpleasant conditions,including
the housefly Musca domestica Linnaeus and stable fly
Stomoxys calcih.nns (Linnaeus), occurred in substantial numbers in the post-and-wattle buildings of
Period $B (AY 14/7, 548,564). Tne range of insects
recorded suggested that it was cosy and we11 sheltered within these structures. It can be argued that
the floors of the Period 4B post-and-wattle buildings
were certainly domestic, the evidence including the
presence of both hrunan fleas and lice. T11e relative
rarity of human lice in the Period 5B floors, together
with other evidence, perhaps suggests that the floor
deposits represented workshops, and it is possible
that if these buildings had any domestic function,
then the occupants lived on an upper floor. Human
fleas were frequently recorded and sometimes abundant in floors of both periods (and i
n many other
deposits) at Coppergate, representing a minor nuisance which would have been unavoidable in houses
of this kind.

The kinds of materiaIs which may have been deliberately scattered onto floors to sweeten them and
to provide a dry and somewhat absorbent living surface include rushes, bracken, leaf litter, wood chipping~,straw, hay and moss. Fossil remains likely to
have originated in one or more of tl-lesematerials are
various$ recorded from floor deposits in AngloScandinavian York, thor~ghnever in high concentrations. Rusl~.seeds,
fox example, as a proxy for the use
of the whole cut plants as litter, are present in many
cases but usually in low concentxations, in contrast
to the large numbexs of rush seeds from floors of postconquestmedieval date a€some other sites (e.g.Magistrates' Courts site, Hull; Hall et al. 2000a). Indeed, in
the three cases where rush seeds were abundant in
floors at Coppergate, the species concerned was the
short-growing toad rush Uuncus bufonius) whose
seeds are much more Iikely to have arrived on muddy
feet than with cut rusl~es.I may we11 be, in fact, that
tl-le rather well-drained floors at this site were not
conducive to the preservation of plant remains from
litter in a recognisable state, though insects were not
particularly strongly decayed. The organic content
of the floors of Period 4B at Coppergate was close to
40%, testifying to the presence of a great deal of
l m i f i e d plant material. Studies of the differential
decay of delicate plant and animal remains under
varylng depositional conditions rnr~stbe seen as a
priority in understandmg the taphonomy of floors,
and of course of archaeological deposits in general.
As an aside, we would also argue strongly fox the
routine recording of material forming the matrix of
archaeological deposits rather than merely the identifiable remains present as 'inclusions', even if the
former are listed only at a rather superficial level,
sr~chas 'bark fragments' or 'herbaceous detritus'.
The same arguments about decay patterns apply to
waste matter which found its way onto floors, either
accidentally or through deliberate discard. Evidence
of food remains is largely restricted to bones and the
more robust kinds of plants; hazel nutshells, for example, were recorded from most of the floors at
Coppergate and Pavement (and seem likely to represent debris from 'snacking'). Other waste which
became incorporated into floors included dyeplanis,
which were occasionally abundant, wool cleanings
(indicated by sheep parasites), wood chips and ash.
A substantial proportion of accumulation indoors
may, however, have resulted from the trampling of
mud from outside, incidentally accounting for a

range of biological remains in addition to the toad
rush seeds mentioned above. The flow of material
was probably two-way, since a greater thickness of
accumulation wouId surely be expected unless there
was at least some attempt to scrape or sweep out
buildings at intervals. The abundance of 'l~ousefa='
in deposits adjacent to buildings and in some of the
pits at Coppergate may point to such clearance.
While it seems Iikely that earth floors were the
norm in AngIo-ScandinavianYork, tl~ereis some evidence from the excavation record for plank floors (e.g.
the charred remains of planks from Structure 5/5 at
Coppergate). Such floors could be kept completely
clean, although litter and especiaIly insects might
accumulate beneath them, having fallen through
cracks. The subterranean insect fauna recorded from
a gully within one of the Period 5B buildings at
Coppergate (AY 14/7,607) suggests that this cut was
covered.
It seems likely for Period 4B at Coppergate, at
least, that the buildings were people's homes, especially given the range of artefacts recovered, and the
records of hearths, food remains and human Iice.
Many of the activities in these houses are discussed
elsewhere (principally in sections dealing with craft
and food). One 'activity' which may be mentioned
here is sleeping. Excavations in other Viking-Age
towns have revealed structures within buildings
which gave every sign of being beds (e.g. in Dublin;
Wallace 1992).The-evidencein York is much less clear,
although one of the Coppergate buildings (on Tenement D in Period 4B) may have had benches or beds
against both walls. The Early Cl~ristianbuildings at
the Deer Park Farms site in Co. Antrim had what (on
excavational evidence) seemed to be bed areas, and
this was supported by the biological analyses (Allison
et al. 1999a; 199913).No such evidence was obtained
at Coppergate, although the sampling regime was
(with 25 years' hindsight) not ideally suited to detecting zonation within buildings.
Most of our evidence for life indoors in AngloScandinavian York inevitably has come from the
major excavation at Coppergate. The identification
of 'floors' at 6-8 Pavement (AY 14/4) was far less
clear because of the limited lateral extent of the excavated trenches and, although many of the layers
probably formed during occupation, some may have
been make up and others external layers. However,

if it is assumed that the Pavement deposits were
mainly floor build up, it appears that conditions in
the structures at t l ~ esite were broadIy Iike those at
Coppergate. The relativezabundanceof some ii~sects
varied, but not in an ecologically consistent way.
There may perhaps have been a greater tendency
towards occasional episodes of 'fouli~ess'at Pavement and in Period 4B at. Coppergate.
Floors of post-and-wattle buildings of the AngloScai~dinavianperiod were also revealed by excavation at 1-9 Micklegate, altl~oughthere was only
limited sampling and analysis. The biologica1 remains were broadly similar to those from 'floor' deposits at Coppergate and Pavement, and suggested
reasonably dry buildings. Preliminary analyses of the
small number of samples from deposits interpreted
as floors at 41-9 Walmgate indicated that tl~ese,Zoo,
were acceptably dry, though moister here and there.
The floors never yielded seething assemblages of
house fauna like those seen at other sites, suggesting
that they were used indifferent ways. Unfortunately,
detailed analysis was impossible because the samples
had degraded during more than two decades of storage prior to examination.
Analyses to date have given some indications as
to the range of conditions and uses of floors of this
period. However, there is clearly much unrealised
potential and, should further examples be revealed, a
far more intensive sampling strategy should be
adopted i i order
~
to allow for spatial analysis and statistically significant comparison though time within
single buildings and between buildings and sites.
The floors of some buildings in both of the main
Anglo-Scandinavianstructural phases at Coppergate
had been cut into. In Period 4B there were large pits,
one with fills including abundant honeybees, Apis
mellifera Linnaeus (AY 14/7,765-7). In Period 5B there
were gullies cut into floors, one of them apparently
having been used to dispose of waste water (since it
contained resting eggs of water fleas, presumably
imported in water;AY 14/7,595-5), and another perhaps having been covered (and consequently colonised by subterranean species). Tl~efunction of these
pits and gullies is far from clear and most of the fills
appear to represent floor litter which had s p i e d into
them (or perhaps filteexed through floorboards) or had
been deliberately dumped.

The lack of evidence for large-scale flooding in
Anglo-Scandmavian York has aIready b&n rnentioned. On a more local scale, were there occasions
wl~eneither the local water-table rose orjainfall was
so heavy that drainage failed and the 'basements' in
the Period 5B buildings at Coppergate flooaed? The
presence of gullies within the buiIdings &ight at first
sight suggest that t
b was the case but in two cases
(both in Tenement B) €hese cuts appear to have been
entirely within the buiIdings (AY 14/7, fig.157). It
seems likely that they were associated with some craft
activity, textile processjngbeing much the most likely.
Perhaps they were just soakaways for waste liquor;
there is nothing to suggest that they were related to
Iivestock kept in the buildings (cf. Fenton 1978,117ff.).
Even the gullies which exited the buildiilgs (Tenements C and D) seem as Uely to have been used to
carry effluent as to have been intended as flood drains.
Like the entirely internal gullies, those on Tenements
C and D sometimes contained abundant dyepIant debris, perhaps from the emptying of dye vats.

The outIines of the Period 53 buildings at Coppergate contain a series of more or less level deposits
referred to as 'backfilld. While some of the lower of
these may in fact be floor deposits (AY 14/7, 596),
most do, 011 both stratigraphic and biological evidence, seem to have been dumps, aItkough of a variety of different kinds. They give no clear evidence
that they represent a change of use of the buildings,
such as to the housing of livestock.

The evidence in tl-le ground for the wooden structures in Anglo-Scandii~aviai~
York does not offer a
clue as to how well lit and ventilated they were. In
theory, the quantity and structure of outdoor background insect fauna in floor deposits should give
dues as to how open structures were, folIowing arguments presented by Kenward (19851, but there is
a probIem in determining how outdoor remains entered structures. Many of them may have been imported in one way or another rather than having
flown in through openings. The large quantity of
highly comminuted remains of outdoor insects found
in some floors at Coppergate {AY 14/7,736), for example, seem unlikely to have arrived on the wing,
and these animals perhaps came from the roofs (see
p.380) or were imported in materds of some kind. It
was formerlythought that the presence of large numbers of certain waterside beetles was evidence of
open-sided structures, the insects drifting in on the

j

breeze as tl~eymigrated in swarms, but (however
improbable it may appear) these beetles are now believed to have lived in the buildings (see, for example,
AY 14/7, 733). Bearing in mind the many ways in
which outdoor insects might be brought illto a building,it now seems much less likely that background
fauna can be used in a positive way to indicate ai-l
open construction.On the other hand, very restricted
faunas in floors may stand as evidence of a firmly
dosed structure (e.g.the Roman wooden store building with abui~dantgrain pests at Coney Street, York;
AY 14/21, but no unequivoca1 examples from the
Anglo-Scandinavian period have been found. At best,
a few of the internal deposits of Period 53 buildings
at Coppergate may fall, jn this category.

External surfaces and the external
environment
There is inherently a particularly strong bias
against the existence of a fossil record for surfaces in
cleaner, drier places in towns. Preserved remains at
such sites may often represent atypical circumstances; there is always a danger of misinterpretation consequent upon over-representation of foul
conditions for taphonomic reasons: filth, where abundant, will often have been self-preserving. It is important to draw a distinction between conditions in
open areas such as yards, gardens and streets, where
people would i~ormallybe experiencing the environment at first hand as they went about their daily lives,
and those in disposal areas, which would presumably be avoided and where rapid accumulation of
organic matter might favour preservation. This section deals prirnady with the former; the latter are
considered on pp.3945.
Reconstruction of conditions and activities in
yards a i d other open areas by any means presents
considerabIe difficulties. Soils will have been disturbed, and any plant remains may represent materials imported for a variety of reasons and by various
routes. Invertebrates may thus represent the best
hope for ecological reconstruction. The deposits
formed on the external surfaces themselves may be
of little value in this respect (although they may be
importai-tt for wider reconstruction where there is
good preservation). In many cases there appears to
have been much informal dumping, which inh.0duced a wide variety of remains from ekewhere.
Open areas are likeIy to have been rather dry and

well drained, often disturbed by human activity or
by livestock, particularly chickens and pigs, so th,'~t
there was strong decay of biological remains, maling preservation unlikely.
Remains of value in reconstrucling surfaces are
thus more likely to be found h pits and other cuts,
although under some circumstances there may be
surface preservation. The Anglo-Scandinavian material. at Coppergate (AY 14/7) provides a good case
in point for, while extemal swface deposits contained
larger numbers of well-preserved insect (and other
delicate) remains than is the case at most sites, it was
rarely clear whether they had originated in situ. Indeed, the presence of distinct house fauna assemblages here and there in deposits formed on external
surfaces strongly indicated dumping or scatter from
within the nearby buildings, and botanical evidence
showed that some layers were rich ill dyeplant waste
(AY 14/7, fig.196). It did appear, however, that the
concentrations of fly puparia found scattered in surface layers had developed where they were found,
indicating short-lived patches of very foul material
such as dung or moist food waste, and rarely were
there beetle communities suggesting rather longerlived rotting matter. Some insects associated with
weeds were considered too abundant in the assemblages from the site as a wl~oleto be present by accident (ibid., 6541, and it seems that some plants,
particularly crucifers,nettles and docks md/or knotgrasses, were able to survive. There was also a limited non-pl~ytophagous(plant-feeding) open groui~d
fauna, consisting of ground beetles and others able
to survive where a few scattered plants or piles of
loose debris provided shelter. Some other plants were
at least: occasionally able to gain a foothold, but do
not have characteristic insects associated with them;
plants such as fat hen (Chenopodiuin album L.) are also
large seed producers so it is difficult to judge whether
the abundant seeds of these weeds can be translated
into a Iuxuriant growth or a few poorly grown but still
seed-proEc specimens.
Most of the phytophages recorded in AngloScandinavianYorlc may have been imported in moss,
turf, cut vegetation, water, brushwood or dyeplants,
as well as being 'background fauna' which arrived
on the wing and in bbird droppings. The abundance
of one genus of weevils seems not to be so easily explained: Sifona species were repeatedlyrecorded and
had a strong statistical association with house fauna

at Coppergate, suggesting either that they were
brought with materials used in houses or were attracted to them in some way. Some Sifonlz may have
been imported with peas and beans, for several species feed on these plants. Al.tematively,they may have
been imported with dyer's greenweed, since at least
a few species have been found on it. These weevils
are regarded as a component of 'hay' fauna Menward
and Hall 1997), but there is only limited evidence for
such material being brought to York in the period
considered here. It is worth mentioning that Sitom
species were very frequent in medieval floor and
dump deposits at the Magistrates' Courts site, Hull
(Hall.et al. 2000a), and, although their origjn was not
clear, it appeared most likely that they had arrived
with pulses.
Shells of snails, mainIy the large garden snail Htlix nspena, were rather often found at Coppergate and
although some were undoubtedly of modern origin
(AY 14/7, 472, 526, etc.), o€l~ersappeared to be ancient, supporiing the hypothesis that dislrbance did
not completely sterilise the yard areas. In general,
though, disturbance seems to have been intense, not
least as a result of the digging of pits and drtches and
through dumping. It may be that much of the town
was steriIised jn this way, but that a flora of opportunistic weeds appeared almost immed~atelydisturbance ceased and quickly contributed to a 'seed bank'
forming i
nthe deposits and which was the source of
new plants at some later stage. The rate at which
vegetation can re-appear in apparently sterile a-tvironments was amply demonstrated during phases
of non-excavation at Coppergate when the ground
quickly became colonised by dense stands of annual
weeds.

So, as a source of information about surface conditions, we are largely thrown back on cut fills. This
means it is necessary to attempt to determine the
likely origin of the various components of what are
often very complex assemblages from the filIs of
wells, ditches and pits. Pits in some cases may be
rather effective in sampllng the biota of the swroundings, especiallyinsects. If there is water in them, then
small or inept species may land on the surface by
accident and be trapped, while larger walking insects
may fall in and drown. The 'pitfall' effect appears to
have operated for some Anglo-Scandinavian pits at
Coppergate (AY 14/7,567-8,614,627).

While the open areas at Coppergate appear mostly
to have been sterilised by intensive use d&hg the
Anglo-Scandinavian period (see above), there is a little
evidence that at some stages tl~erewas d,gvelopment
of more stable vegetation to the rear of the site {AY
14/7,624-7). The cut containing the h g l i a $ helmet
(AY 17/8) appears Iikely to have been a %ell, whose
fills may date to the Anglo-Scandinavian period, the
biota suggesting open disturbed ground with annual
and perennial weeds, plant litter and perhaps dung.
Some of the pits in the backyards at 16-22 Coppergate
gave somewhat similar evidence, although in rather
less clear form. Animals may possibly have been kept
in these backyards and at times maintained a short
turf by grazing. The lowest and uppermost parts of
the succession i11 one of the benches at &8 Pavement
(AY 14/4) were thought perhaps to have been external deposits on the evidence of the plant remains,
but this was not clearly supported by the insects. In
the assemblages as a whole from Pavement, as at
Coppergate, there were rather few phytopl~ages
likely to have originated jn yards and alleyways,
other than crucifer and nettle feeders, and even these
were present only in small numbers. N o t l ~ gsuggested the presence of livestock at the Pavement site
with any certainty.
Given the relative paucity in the fossil record of
insects associated with the sorts of weeds likely to
have grown in the Anglo-Scandinavian town, were
stands of weeds established on the sites? If not, how
do we expIain the abundant weed seeds? One or more
of the following explanations may account for this
contradiction: (a) that isolated plants (or localised
patches) produced €heseeds (the taxa concerned are
typically prolific seed producers) but supported relatively few insects; {b) that the seeds entered in the
faeces of livestock; (c) that the seeds fell from plants
growing on roofs (either 'live' turf or poorly maintained thatch); (d) that they were wind-blown or
k m p l e d to the site from further afield; (e) that they
grew in brief periods of neglect; {f) that they originated in whole mature plants cut during ground
clearance; (g)that the seeds originated in backfill soil
containing a seed bank slowly accumulated over a
long period; or (h)that most of the weed seeds were
brought wi€hsome plant material such as straw or hay.
Amongst the plant-feeding insects, nettle-feederswere
particularly well represented. Unfortunately, the data
are not adequate to determine statistically whether
numbers of nettle-feeders and nettle 'seeds' are cor-

Table 7 Records of (a) fruits of stinging nettle and annual nettle (all records, and those where the semi-quantitative
abundance score was greather than 'l', a 'trace') and @) of nettlefeeders from 1&22 Coppergate; for plants, numbers of
contexts are translated into percentages (in parentheses)for those periods for which large numbers of contexts were examined. There was no significant association between the records of nettle fruits and insects (p >> 0.05)

(a>
Peiod

No. contexts examined
for plants [no.pit fills]

all U,dioica

U:dioica >I

pit filk

all

pit fills

all

U. w e n s >I

all U.w e n s

all

all

pit fills

pit filIs

Periodfnumber of individuals

Hc!crogaster zrrtiuiae (Fabricius)
Trioza ir~time(Liru~aeus)

<

1

3

4A

4B

5A

5B

5Cr

17

2

19

4

28

10

3

1

Triora urtirat (nymph)

1

11)
2

l

Bracl~ypteru~lfi
urticae (Fabricius)

1

2

Braclypterus q.

8

A ~ i o n(Tiaenapion) urlimriurn (Herbst)

3

2

7

6

3

3

Cidno~lzinusqt~nd~i~~lrac~~laltis
(Linnaeus)

12

Total.

43

4

35

10

40

13

36463

2648

16230

18652

39356

3473

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.4

Total period N
Percentage nettle insects

5

related in archaeological assemblages at Coppergate
(Table 7).

h terms of visual impact, trees are important, and
-

(1)

B~ac!lypterus glober (Stepllens)

they also provide shade and raw materials. Were trees
a significant feature of Anglo-ScandinavianYork?As
far as the evidence from the plants themselves is concerned we can adduce the few records for stumps or
lnots of eIder (Sarrzbucus nigra L.) from Coppergate
(Table 8a); the living plants they represent may also
go a long way to explaining the abundance of elder

6

seeds in so many deposits (Table8b).Elder is, of course,
one of the most successful colonists of nutrient-rich
soils in the vicinity of human occupation. Many of
the seeds from other trees and shrubs may dso have
come from within the town, though those with edible fruits have ror~tesvia consumption by humans
or other animals.
Another source of imported tree seeds would have
been the abundant woodland moss brought to the
site. Most of the insects associated with living trees

Table 8a Records of eIder (Snlnbucus nigra) stumps or roots from 1&22 Coppergate

Context

Period

Nature of material

18659

3

roots

34753

3

roots

34967

4B

branching trunk/shunp,max, h n .1Dcm
@art of fence line)

n i p ) seeds from Anglo-Scandinavian deposits in York. Percentages in brackets
Table 8b Records of elder (Safl~buc~rs
indicate very low numbers of contexts examined
Site

No. with more
than traces

51

93

2

4

11

(61)

0

0

No. contexts
with elder seeds

55
18

6-8 Pavemmt
5-7 Coppergate
site adjacent to 1-5 Aldwark

YO

YO

examined

No contexts

8

8

(100)

3

(38)

43U

340

79

33

8

118-26 Walmgate

17

16

(9%

3

(18)

5 Rougier Street

2

1

(50)

0

0

1 6 2 2 Coppergate

2 M 0 Tamer Row

5

1

(20)

0

0

46-54 Fishergate

3

D

0

0

U

7-9 Aldwark

7

7

(100)

5

(71)
(17)

22 Piccadilly

6

4

(67)

1

27

11

41

0

0

Adarns Hydraulics, X?l~seI

1

0

U

0

0

104-112 Walrngate

3

2

(67)

0

0

1-9 Micklegate

North Street
9 St Saviourgate

All Saints' Church, Pavement
Foss Bridg/Peasholme Green/Layerthorpe Bridge

9

8

(89)

l

(11)

10

8

(80)

5

(50)

5

5

(100)

0

0

15

12

(80)

2

(13)

Davygate

1

1

(IOU)

1

(100)

2 Clifford Street

5

4

(80)

1

(20)

41-9 Walmgate

7

5

171)

1

(14)

4-7 Parliament Street

4

2

(50)

0

U

recorded in ArtgIo-Scandinavian York seem likely to
have been imported with moss. On the other hand,
the small bark beetle Scolyfus rt~gulosus(Muller) offers a small hint that fruit trees were grown in the
town. It was recorded from five of the samples from
1-9 Micklegate, usually as single individuals. It was

also recorded from three contexts at Coppergate (AY
14/7, 658)' although undiagnostic fragments seem
likely to have been included in the 23 records of
'Scolytus sp.' from that site. According to Balachowsky (1949) it is associated with Rosaceae, on
domestic forms of which it may be a serious pest,

and is only extremely rarely known to occur under the
bark of other woody plants. (A wide range of woody
rosaceous plants was recorded from the Coppergate
site, though mainly as remains of fruits or seeds and
of course qrlite probably imported to the site - as
discussed above.) While the specimens may have
emerged from rosaceous firewood, or even from
hawthorns growing in the town, it is tempting to
suggest that there were Sruit trees of some lcind here
and there, perhaps in the very hypothetical 'gardens'
where the bees (see p.397) were kept.

There is no clear evidence from the biologcal remains for cultivation at any of these sites. The three
plants contributingvegetables to the diet of the AngloScanhnavian fiabitants of York -leeks, peas and
field beans -all seem likely to have been grown on
a small scale, perhaps in gardens or 'allotments'
rather than on a field scale, but there seems to be no
easy way of proving this. Broadly speaking, the insect remains offer no evidence of cultivation at any
of the sites although several species often found in
cultivated areas were present, some being fairly frequent.

Open water on sites versus imported
water
Areliable water supply is crucial for human settlement. The quantitiesrequired in Anglo-Scandinavian
York for consumption by humails and livestock, and
fur craft and indusbial processes, must have been enormous. Most parts of central York are w i t h relatively
easy reach of one of two rivers, the Ouse and Foss,
both of which seem Iikely to have flowed throughout
€heyear in Sl~eAnglo-Scandinavian period, so far as
we can judge.
Was € 1water
~ potable? The water jn both rivers
was probably passably clean wl~enit reached York,
altl~oughthe Foss, at. least, was used for processes
which would have caused substantialpollution: there
at
is good evidence for Anglo-Scandinavian t&g
the Layerthorpe Bridge site (Hall et al. 2000b, and
see p.407). Further analysis of deposits at 22 Piccadilly may provide more information concerning the
Foss. To date, the only deposits indicating dumping
along the Ouse have been observed at North Street
(Carrott et al. 1993a),but samples from them have so
far only been examined in a very cursory way. Ahint
as to water quality comes from riffle beetIes (various

members of the family Elminthidae, including the
very rare Macronychus qulzdrituber~ulatus
Miiller; Kenward and Hall 2000a), a11 of which require clean,
moving water. Small numbers have been recorded
fromAnglo-Scandinavian deposits at 1-9 Micklegate
and Coppergate. While tl~ese
beetles may have flown
to the sites and died there, it appears far more likely
that they were brought in river water. Unfortunately,
they may have been washed down from cleaner
reaches rather than having lived in the York area.
Records of fresl~watermussels (Unio and Anodotzta
spp.) from Coppergate also suggest reasonably clean
water, assuming that they were not imported from
elsewhere. O'Connor (1884, and in AY 14/7,780) has
postulated that changes in the relative abundance of
LInio tumidus Philipsson and LT. picto~um(Limaeus)
through the Anglo-Scandinavian period at
Coppergate may possibly indicate degradation of
water quality by pollution as the town increased in
size, the more pollution-tolerant U. pictorum becoming relatively more frequent. Clearly further research,
using riverhe sediments, is required to address thissignificant aspect of past human impact; the study
of lead from alluvial deposits at North Street by
Hudson-Edwards et al. (19991, which shows a slight
increase inlead levels from the 10thcentury onwards,
forms a useful start.

Many of the freshwater plants and invertebrates
recorded from Anglo-Scandinavian deposits inYork
seem likely to lmve been brought withwater intended
for one use or another. Records of m e aquatic plants
(as opposed to emergents which might be cut for
some reason, for example with reed for thatch) are
extremely sparse (Table 99).Certain water beetles are
common in occupation deposits of this period (particularly Helophorns and Ochthebius species), but the
former, at least, is a conspicuous component of the
'background fauna' of insects arriving in flight. Another group clearly originating in water are the
cladocerans (water fleas, particularly Dnphnia spp.).
These little animals are represented by their ephippia,
wl~ichare resistant eggs formed in the body of the
adult. They are fairly common in deposits accumulating under various circumstances, ranging from
floors to cesspits.At Coppergate they may have been
under-recorded, but neverthelesswere found in over
60 contexts (Fig.91; Table 10). The greatest concentrations were in deposits associated with structures
of Period 5B, particularly in a gully inside Structure
5/3 on Tenement B, where they were accompanied

Table 9 Records (numbers of contexts) from which aquatic plants (counted in groups POTA, LEMN or CHAR, cf; AY 14/7,
678) were found at Anglo-Scandinaviansites in York; some other taxa, e.g. Omanthe spp., which are counted in other
groups, too, are not: included here

Cham sp(p).

Lemt~aspIp).

L m n a triszrlca

Potamogeton sp(p).

(sterile fronds)

Groups

CHAR

LEMN

6 4 Pavement:

2

'1-5' Aldwark

2

LEMN

16-22 Coppergate
104-12 Walmgate

POTA

4
1

l.

North Street
Layerthoipe Bridge

1

Total Cladocerans

No.Subsamples

Cladocerans/Subsample

Fig.91 Records of cladoceransfrom 1 6 2 2 Cuppergate by periild nndfeaturc type. For kiy tu abbreviations, see Tnblc 10, p.393

Table 10 Records of cladocwans from those samples from 16-22 Coppergate wherethe number per sample was greater
than 3
Key for Table 10 and Figs.9kI
BF = backfills; CF = non-specific a r t fills; DF = depression fill; EL = external layers; FL = floors; GF = gully and ditch fills; HF = hearth fill;
H0 = post-hole fills; IF = fills of cuts within structures ('internal' fills); PF = pit fills; ST = associated with structures; TF = trench fill;
WF = wdl fill

Period

Feature
TYPe

Context

Sample

SubsampIe

by more water beetles tl-lai-lmight reasonably be expected indoors (AY 14/7,5954).
These records of water fleas in what were clearly
surface (or in the case of the gully internal) deposits,
are surely indicative of f i e disposal of waste water,
the ephippia or live adults containing them having
been brought with supplies. It might be argued h ' ~ t
records of these animals from cuts in the open may
indicate popuIations living in open water, but in at
least some cases they seem to indicate waste disposal.
At 4-7 Parliament Street (Hall.and Kenward 2000a) a
sample from a cut fill provided seven aquatic beetles
and bugs, and numerous cladocerans. Bearing in
mind the extremely foul nature of the deposit as inferred fxom other evidence, these freshwater crustaceans seem most unlikely to have lived in siSu in

No. cladocemns

the cut, since the water would have been intolerably
polluted. They therefore seem much more likely to
have been deposited in waste water (from dyeing,
perhaps), or entered via faeces, having been inadvertently ingested. Our understanding of the sources
of water on occupation sites such as these wouId be
greatly enhanced by identifying a wider range of
water fleas {Uadoceraand Ostracoda), as well as diatoms (which are unicellular green algae often sensitive to water quality).

Although York is well provided with rivers, and
the Anglo-Scandinavian sites which have been investigated for waterlogged plant and invertebrate
remains in my detail are located no more than 200111
from them,other water sources should be considered.
Structures which were unequivocaIly wells have not

been recorded. A Period 3 feature at Coppergate described as a barrel well consisted only of a single
barrel and may have had various uses. Cut 6422 at
Coppergate was perhaps the only other really welllike feature of the period (but note that it was only
2m deep, not 4m as implied by the incorrect scale on
fig.167 of Kenward and Hall's account in AY 14/7).
However, there is no evidence from the flora and
fauna of the thin, level, basal deposits that it had
served as a well. There may have been shallow pitWce wells. Some of the pits a€Coppergate lacked evidence for the disposal of foul waste and appear on
the basis of the insect.remains to have been left open
for a long period and sometimes to have contained
water. Such pits were identified at the rear of the site
in Period 5C (AY 14/7, 627); the pit containing the
Anglian helmet (AY 17/ 8) may be another example.
They may have provided water, but equally they may
represent-cuts abandoned on a change of use or ownership. If water was obtained in this way, it would
be very likely to contain water fleas and beetles such
as Helophorus and Ochthebiw.

The question of water supplies is a difficult one.
Higher water-tables in the hglo-Scandinavian period
may have provided springs locally on the slopes of
the moraine underlying the town (seep.370).Roman
drains and culverts may still have carried clean water
which could be tapped here and there; the system
contained flowing water in places at least to the 1970s
(Phillips 1985, 57-9). We may find that systematic
analysis of faecal deposits believed to originate from
humans and from livestock sl~ows,for example from
the abundance of water fleas or the nature of the diatom flora, that the quality of water drunk by these
two groups differed.

Waste disposal
Much of what has been excavated in AngloScandinavian Yorlc consists of waste of one kind or
another, and most of what we know about the town
has been discovered by <analysingit. Some of the richest sources of waste material, of course, are the fills
of pits.
Twenty-five years of study of the fills of pits in
Anglo-Scandinavian York lead us to believe that their
primary function was for waste disposal. With the
possible exception of the 'wells' mentioned above,
there is no clear evidence for any other 'primary user.

Were pits exclusively used for waste disp@sal?Possible uses would be as drainage sumps, forprocesses
such as dyeing and tanning, and for storage. Pit storage seems extraordinarily unliI<elyin what seem always to have been rather moist deposits,althnugh
one or two cuts within buildings maJgsonceivably
fall in f h s category (perhaps more in the nature of
cellars than traditional storage pits). One example of
this is cut 22557 in the wattIe building on Tenement
C in Period 43 at Coppergate (AY 14/7,557-60) an almost cellar-like feature w l ~ i d
u~cidei~tally
~
contained large numbers of honeybees.
Bearing in mind the very large scale of wool processing at Coppergate it is possible that lined pits
were used for dyeing. Corroborativeevidence in the
form of clay linings, the remains of shns used as liners, or stones used as pot boilers, is absent, however.

On balance, then, it. must be accepted that pits
were dug specifically for waste bposal. The argument that the elaborate wicker linings present in
many of them represent excessive effort for such a
use is spurious, since cesspits, at least, would have
had a substantial life during which there was a ppzessing need to avoid coIlapse (AY 14/7,747-8).
Many pits were clearly cesspits on the basis of
bioarchaeological analysis of their fills, which are
characterised by assemblages rich in cereal 'bran',
food remains such as fruitstones and pips, eggs of
intestinal parasites, and fish bones which carry evidence of having been chewed and of having piwed
through the digestive tract. A component of large,
branching mosses, presumably material used as toilet wipes, is often associated with this faecal material. Where insects are numerous in such deposits they
are typically dominated by species favoured by extremely foul conditions, i n c l u h g various flies {AY
14/ 7,746-7). Some of the pit fills at Coppergate appear to have been so foul that they could not be colonised by beetles, only a very restricted range of
specialised flies being able to exploit them. Where
large populations of insects were able to develop, it
is likely that the fills had been exposed for a considerable period, with implications for human health
(see below).
Some waste was certainly dumped onto surfaces.
At Coppergate there was evidence, particularly from

I
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fly puparia, for patches of foul matterbut large quantities of dyebath waste were occasionally tipped onto
the ground to judge from spreads of %urgundylcolowed material which proved on closer examination
to be rich jn madder root fragments. The deposits
dated to Period 3 at this site appear to represent accumulation in an area lacking substantial.buildings
but used for industrial purposes (there were numerous hearths) and for waste disposal both into pits
and onto surfaces (AY 14/7,50%27). Of course a proportion of waste m y have been carried away from
occupation axeas and in tlus respect it is unfortunate
that it has 1-lotbeen possible to carry out fullanalyses
of what have been intqreted as Anglo-Scandinavian
waterside dumps at.the 22 Piccadilly and North Street
sites.
Various stages in textile processing would have
required large quantities of water and, if the relevant
processes were carried out on properties rathex than
at the river edge, there would have been a need to
dispose of what would often have been foul waste
water. This may be the reason why some of the
ditches or gullies excavated at Coppergate were dug;
it seems unlikely that they would have been necessary fox carrying away rainfall on soiIs which would
have absorbed water freely, although it is just canceivable that there was local groundwater seepage
whichneeded to be carried away Ifthis was
function of these ditches ancl gulIies it would explain why
dyeplants were so often abundant in the fills (cf. AY
14/7, fig.196b). CIearIy these ditches were dug for
drainage since none formed tenement boundaries.

Feeding the inhabitants of AngloScandinavian York
A consideration of the diet of the inhabitants of
the Anglo-Scandinavian town implies three principal.
questions:what was eaten (anddrunk)?how was food
obtained? and was the diet conducive to good health?
The first of these is relatively easily, if incompletely,
answered. Plant, invertebrate and vertebrate foodsare
considered separately. For all of these categories, the
evidencei s broadIy consistent from all of the sites studied, but the enormous corpus of material from
Coppergate dominates our view. Anglo-Scandinavian
York appears to have covered a considerable area, of
which we have estimated up to lOOha may have deposits of varying thickness with waterlogged preservation.

In this context, it is worthwhile considering how
large the population of Anglo-Scandinavian York
may have been. An attempt by Kenward and Large
(199%) to calculate how many people's faeces might
have been disposed of in pits of Anglo-Scandinavian
date at Coppergate is relevant here. Their conclusion
- which was regarded as highly tentative - was
that around two peapIe per tenement were, on average, living at the site. This estimate appears low, but
it was argued that alIowance must be made for periods without evidence of houses on the site (although
pits were still dug during these), under-estimation
of the degree of decay md compaction of faeces, and
the likelihood of disposal off site. Against these was
set the biological evidence that many of the pits, or
layers in them, did not consist entirely or even in part
of faecal material. Following this reasoning we may
caIculate an the basis of the volume of faeces preserved by waterlogging {see p.376) that of the order
of 6,000-10,000 people on average lived in the town
-excluding those who lived in areas witl~outwaterlogged preservation and any within the 'waterlogged
arearwhose faeceswere removed from it. Far another
view on population see pp.320-1.

Plant foods and fungi
Although biased jn favour of the more readily
preserved remains -nutshells and hitstones rather
than soft foods like vegetables -the archaeological
record for Anglo-Scandinavian York is rich. The results presented by Kenward and Hall (AY 14/7) for
Coppergate (see especially their table in fig.l9lm,
pp.685-9) provide the basic list for plant:foods; from
the records from other sites in the town we can add
only one more plant, lentil, Lens culinaris, though it
seems very lilcely that the few charred remains (from
2 CIifford Street and 24-30 Tanner Row) were in fact
reworked from underlying Roman deposits.
Cereals and fruits form the bulk of the fossil remains of plant foods for this period in York, the former
largely as %ranf.Most of the bran is not more closely
identifiable than 'wheat/ryef, though bran or whoIe
wcharred caryopses of barley and oats have also been
identified.Inthe case of charred grains, all these four
cereals have been recorded, with wheat and barley
by far the most commonly observed, though no cereals were ever abundant (Table 11).The long list of fruits
includes many which would not be considered a
regular part of the diet of most people today, notably

Table 11 Records of charred cereal. g a i n s from Anglc-Sc=mdinavianYork (minor categories such as the f e w + ~ ~ c o rfor
ds
chaff of various kinds have been excluded)

-

Taxon

AVCWsaliva (cultivated oats)

No. contexts

% (of 631 contexts
examined)

No. contexts with
more than a trace

YO

33

5

2

0.3

61

10

4

0.6

203

32

36

6

Avma sp(p).(oats)

Hordeurn sp(p).barley)

Secnle cerede (rye)
Tritictlin 'arstiuo-cc~wrpachrr'
@read/chb wheat)
Triticum sp(P). (wheat)

sloes (Prldnusspinosa),hawthorn (Crnf~egus),
rose (Rosa)
and rowan (Soybus aucuparia). These wild-collected
fruits must have been a vital source of, for example,
vitamin C, hough we have no clue from the fossil
record as to how they may have been used. Storage or
preservation in some way for use beyond the autumn
would have greatly enhanced their value, even aIlowing fox an inevitable reduction in vitamin C content.
To judge from their frequent occurrence in deposits
rich in foodstuffs, seeds of flax (linseed, Linum
usifafissimum)were also a regular part of the diet, providing valuable fatty acids and,were it needed, a natural laxative!

The Bst of vegetables is limited. Two pulses (if we
discount lentil) have been recorded: pea and field
bean, both of which might have been eaten fresh h
season or, perhaps more likely, have been dried for
use throughout the year. The delicate leaf tissue of
leek will usually have decayed and, even when preserved, may not aiways have been recognised during analysis. How far other green leafy pImk may
have contributed to the diet is difficult to judge; this
is certainly an avenue for future study, concentrating on the identification of epidermis fragmentsfrom
those cesspit fills u;ith the best preservation by anoxic waterlogging.
Food flavourings are a very prominent group
within the plant remains from Anglo-Scandinavian
York and indicate that a wide range of seasoningwas
available. Seeds of coriander, celery, dill and opium
poppy seem most likely to have been used in their
own right, whilst those of summer savory presum-

ably represent the whole fresh or dried herb. Summer savory is today used in northern Europe with
field beans, and thus perhaps we are seeing a tradition extending at least as far back as the 10th century. As for possible flavourings for drinks, both hops
and bog myrtle are recorded and seem likely to have
been used (they would act as preservatives as well
as flavourings);in no case, however, have very high
concentrations of either plant been found which
might indicate waste from making beer or other
drinks.
A group of organisms, many of which are edible
but which are scarcely known in archaeology, are the
fungi (no longer considered by most biologists to be
plants). There is a strong tradition of eating a wide
range of mushrooms throughout much of Europe,
including Scandinavia, and they represent an excellent source of flavoursome food, both on their own
and in combinationin dishes such as stews. AIthough
most e&ble fungi are soft and decay quickly, it is
conceivablethat fragments of the fruiting body might
be recognised in suitable deposits. Spores from such
fruiting bohes might be more likely to survive in the
ground, but unfortunately they are probably insufficiently distindive in their size, shape and ornamentation to be identifiable with certainty to types which
might have been eaten. One group with rather distinctive spores, however, are the puffballs, some of
which make good eating. Remains of giant pdfball
( C a l v ~ f igigantea
a
(Batsch: Pers.) Lloyd, formerly
Langemanniia gigantea)have been noted from AngloScandinavian Coppergate (AY 14/7,527, the identification now conhmed by Professor Roy Wailing).

Though this material had aged beyond the point
where it could be eaten, and € l ~fungus
e
has a variety
of uses (Pegler et al. 1995,14-17), it is hard to believe
that the succulent, and (when suitably prepared) delicious, young fruiting bodies were not exploited for
food. The other species of macro-fungus identified
from Anglo-Scandinavian York, the bracket fungus
Daedalea quercina (L.)Pers. (again,the identification
can now be regarded as certain),is surely too leathery
to have been eaten and was probably brought attached
to wood.

lnvertebvates as food
Marine shellfish are abundant in AngloScandinavian deposits in York. At Pavement mussel
and oyster shelIs were numerous (AY 14/4, 180))although it was not clear wl~etherthey were thrown
onto floors or derived from redeposited sediment
used in levelling, and at 5-7 Coppergate there were
smaller concentrations. Enormous numbers of shellfish valves were recovered from 16-22 Coppergate,
mostly by hand collection (AY 14/7, especially 690
and 7 5 M ; O'Connor 1984). Oysters (Ostrea edulis
Linnaeus) were predominant (groups of twenty or
more individuals were recovered from over 200 contexts). There were much smaller numbess of mussels
(Mytilus edulis Linnaeus) and cockles (Cerasfodenna
edule (Zmnaeus)),and some records of winkles (LitEorina Eittorea (Linnaeus)) and whelks (Buccinum
undatum Linnaeus). Even aIlowing for possibIeunderrepresentation of the smaller species and for differential decay of mussel shells (which break down in
the soil), oysters seem to have been by far the most:
heavily exploited sl~ellfisl~.
Clearly marine molluscs,
especially oysters, were a significant resource in
Anglo-Scandinavian York, although no guess can be
made as to their proportional contribution to diets.
It is not known how sl~ellfishwere brought to the
town -presumably by ship -but were they fresh
or at least sometimes preserved in some way?
One context aat Coppergate gave substantialnurnbers of a range of small marine mol~uscs,either from
fish guts or from a catch of sheIlfish which had not
been sorted before it was brought to York (AY 14/7,
756-7).
Freshwater molluscs may also have been exploited. Valves of Unio and Anodonta species were
'surprisingly numerousrat Coppergate (AY 14/7,757;

O'Coinor 1984), where exploitationas food B argued
for the former, althoughthe s m d size of the Anadonfa
valves was regarded by O'Connor as possibly indicative of their collection for some other use, perhaps as
scoops. The very common 'garden snail'Helix aspersa
is one of the few terrestrial invertebrates h o w n to
have been exploited for food in the British Isles. It is
quite often recorded from Anglo-Scandinavian York.
O'Connor (1985) considered fiat it. was 'an opportunist detritivore exploiting the debris of human
settlement' at Coppergate, and there no evidence
that it was eaten. H.aspersa hibernates in clusters, so
the groups of shells recorded sl~ouldnot be assumed
to have been deposited by humans (and many of the
shells were clearly modem, see p.388).

Honeybees were very frequent, and sometimes
abundant, in hglo-Scandinavian deposits at Coppergate (AY 14/7,706-7) and they have been rqeatedly
recorded from other sites (e.g. at 1-9 Micklegate, 2
Clifford Street and 4-7 Parliament Street). These
records, and others from British archaeological sites,
are discussed by Kenward (in press). Two deposits
at Coppergate yielded large numbers of bees, clearly
either the result. of the killhg or natural death of a
hive or of prolonged deposition of corpses adjacent
to a hive. At the three other sites mentioned there
seem to be .too many records to be accounted for by
accidental deaths unless there were hives nearby
(Table 12). However, ofier means of entry fox bees
need to be evaluated: firstly, their ingestion with food
(havingbeen contaminants inhoney); secondly ejection durjng the extraction of honey from combs (or
in subsequent purification); and tlurdly, extraction
during purificalion of wax. The superb preservation
of some of the bees from 4-7 Parliament Street might
suggest a direct entry rather than a route involving
processes such as heating and straining.The effect of
passage through the human gut requires study.
Clearly bees, and probably bee-keeping, had a significant pIace in AngIo-ScandinavianYork. This is not
surprising, since honey would have been the only
sipificant source of sugar prior to the importation
of sugar from the tropics later in the medievaI period.
(Accordingto Smith (1882), sugar carte was first known
in India, whence it is said to have been brought to
Europe by the Venetians about €hemiddle of the 12th
century, and was early cultivated on the islands of the
Mediterranean. Afterwards it was introduced to Spain
and Portugal, and also the Americas, becoming f d y
establishedby mid 16thcentury)
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Table 12 Records of bees (Apis mellifua and Apoidea sp.) from Anglo-Scandinaviandeposits in York.

-.

Key: = count includes semi-quantitative records and totals in fact mucl1 higher; A me1 = Apis mellifern; Apoid = Apoidea sp., probably A.
rneuifcra. The number of records for 16-22 Coppergatc given here is larger than given in AY 14/7,706-7,because further analyses have
been carried our.
-1

=z

Site name, code and reference

date, feahrre types

as

41-9 Walmgate (Johnstone et al. 2000)

?Ang1o-Scandinavianlayer and pit fill

?A me1

1

1

Apoid

1

1

4-7 Parliament Street (Hall and Kenward 20004

Anglo-Scandinavian yard deposits

16-22 Coppergate (AY 14/7; details in Technical
Reports)

Anglo-Scandiwvian: wide range of

contexts

individuals

feature types

A me1

Apoid
1-9 Micklegate (ICenwardand F M 1 2000a)

Anglo-Scandinavian layer and pit fills

A me1

Apoid
2 Clifford Skeet (Ha13 and Kenward 2000b)

Anglo-Scandinavian deposits

?A me1
A me1

All Saints' Church, Pavement (Hall et al. 1998)

?Angle-Scandinavian deposit (pile hole)

A me1

Layerthorpe Bridge (Hall et al. 200Ob)

Anglo-Scandinavian river deposits and
dumps
11th-century pit

Apoid

7-15 Spurriergate (Hallet al. 2000c)

One important use of honey must have been in
making fermented drinks like beer and wine and, of
course, mead. The last of these would leave no clear
record in the ground, but beer might be detected by
the remaks of concentrations of plants used for flavouring, and wine by the presence of concentrations
of seeds of various fruits, perhaps accompanied by
their skins. As noted above, no very high concentrations of such remains have been observed in AngloScandinavian deposits: remains of the fruits of hop
are frequently recorded, though usually in modest
numbers, whilst the large quantities of seeds of a wide
variety of wild fruits are invariably found in faecal
deposits. The hop fruits may represent the use of €his
plant in dyeing or as a medicinal plant, for example.
A second bee product, wax, may be mentioned
here. Like honey; it must have been important and
have had a wide range of uses. Kenward and Hall
(AY 1417,766) discuss the records from Coppergate

of numerous fragments of wax and a wax ball bearing the marks of twine. One aspect of this invaluable
material, which might be investigated further is its
purification (given that this might have been the
source of concentrationsof bees).

Vertebrate foods
There is abundant evidence, in the form of bones,
for the consumption of vertebrates in AngloScandinavian York, although the only published account relating to bones of this period is for selected
material from 16-22 Coppergate (AY 15/31 (see Table
20, p.428).At this site, remains of cattle always formed
the largest component, especially i
nthe Period 3 material; in Period 5B,by contrast, there was a much
wider range of wild birds (although most were
present in very small numbers) and a higher proportion of pig bones (ibid.,tables 3940, and see Fig.92).
Overall, there was nothing to suggest that wild birds

I
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and mammals contributed s i 6 c a n t l y to the diet.
Fish, on the other hand, seem to have been eaten frequently, with herring and eel two of tke most important. The wide range of fish represented can be
judged from AY 15/3, table 56; they included sturgeon, salmon, b u t , pike, cod and haddock, Clearly
both freshwater and marine resources were being

Period

I

exploited.
O'Connor suggested that the livestock remains
gave no evidence for organised butchery and that
beasts may have been 'brought in and slaughtered as
required and shared amongst several households, the
role of butcher beii-kg taken by whomsoever ... had a
sharp knife and a rough idea of how to use it.' It wiil
be interesting to see if this pattern is repeated houghout Anglo-Scandinavian York (see pp.4354).

Food p~eservafionand storage

0
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80
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Hand-collected vertebrate remains from AngloScandinavian deposits n t 16-22 Coppergate

Fig.92

Food storagels essential to a stable urban economy,

given that most plant foods, including staples, are
produced seasonally in temperate regions, but the
bioarchaeological evidence from York at this period
no dear indication of how any materials were
preserved. Grain storage is one obvious topic to be
explored in view of the abundance of evidence fox
cereals in the town. The best indication of how cexeals may have been stored comes from the records of
grain pests. These beetles were very abundant in
Roman York, e . g . at Coney Street (AY 14/21!
Skeldergate (AY 14/3) and Tanner Row (AY 14/61.
In complete contrast, they were definitely not a significant problem in cereal storage in the AngloS c a n h v i a n period in York, and in fact may have
been wholly absent. Even if the few grain beetles recorded from samples of this date were contemporaneous (which the au€hors doubt), they were dearly
so rare as to be insipificant. No assemblages of insects consisting of likely communities of poten~al
'native' grain pests have been found either, although
many generalist species which were cornmonIy
present in AngIo-ScandinavianYork were recorded
from stored grain in the 19th and early 20th centuries (see, for example, Hayhurst 1940; Hhton 194).
It is posfxilated that the rarity of s p e c a t grain
pests was a consequence of non-centralised grain
Storage and distribution systems radically different
from those of the Roman and post-conquest periods.
We can perhaps envisage grain storage at the level
of sacks or jars in individual tenements where even

if infestations arose the pests would be unabIe to
move on to other stores. The substantial number of
fragments of rotary querns (41) found in AngloScandinavianlevels at 16-22 Coppergate {AY 17/ 14,
table 255) certainly points to local milling of grain
rather than a supply of flour to households from a
centralised store.
As already noted, small numbers of remains of
grain pests have been found in deposits dated to this
period: at Pavement (AY 14/4,185), Coppergate (AY
14/7), 2 Clifford Street (Hall and Kenward 2000b),
and a singIe 0. surinamelzsis from a pit fill of uncertain date, possibly Anglo-Scandinavian,at Walmgate
(Buckland1995).These records are all suspect in some
way, with contamination h the laboratory as a depressingly likely source, while residuality of Roman
remains, intrusion by later material and incorrect
context dating are also possible. For the Pavement
site it was suggested that they were contaminants
from Roman material which was being processed at
the same time, while at 16-22 Coppergateresiduality,
contamination in processing, later intrusion and incorrect dating were all possible (AY 14/7,760-1). This
latter site offers a cautionary lesson -early in analysis grain pests were found in a rather large number
of contexts given preliminary Anglo-Scandinavian
dates, but a (blind)request for a more careful evalu-

ation of dating moved almost all of them to the postconquest period and revealed others to have been
cut by later features! The Clifford Street samples were
processed at a time when samples rich in grain pests
from other sites were also undergoing analysis, and
there is also the possibility of reworlung, given the
presence of Roman pottery through the AngloScandinavian deposits at CIifford Street. It may be
thought that a degree of special pleading is being
applied in an unwillingness to accept these records
as authentic, but the dangers of ~s are more than
outweighed by the seriousnessof incorrectly assuming that they were contemporaneous. Why are the
grain pests never at all common in these deposits
when they typically develop large populationswhen
they infest grain?

Why are grain pests, specifkally, singled out as
likely contaminants?The reason is that they are recognisable as not 'belonging' to the Anglo-Scandinavian
fauna. Most of the Roman and post-conquest fauna
(and much of the flora) is identical i
n character to
that of Anglo-Scandinavian settlementand so would
not be recognised as such when residual or contaminant. So far as redeposition of Roman remains is concerned, Roman pottery is common in later deposits
(AY 16/5) so there is no reason why oher remains
should not also be residual (cf. Dobney et al. 1997).
One species which may also occur as residual remains
in Anglo-Scandinavian deposits is &e spider beetle
Tipnus uni~olur.This robust and easily recognisabIe

species is characteristic of old and slighfly damp
buildings. It was common in Roman York (Zg, at Shldergate, AY 14/31, but then very rare until the postconquest period. As Table 13indicates, T,'unicoIorwas
commonest at Coppergate in Period 3, *en there
were no buildings in the excavated ama, then rare,
and only began to increase ill abundance again in
Period 5C. This pattern of abundance may have resulted from re-deposition of Roman remains in the
earlier period, the beetle perhaps re-establishing itself when buildings of relatively good quality had
been present for some time. The abundance of this
spider beetle in the small isolated Early Christian
settlement at Deer Park Farms, Co. Antrim (Allison
et al. 1999a and 1999b;Kenward and Allison 1994b),
appears to undermine fib line of argument, but may
have been a result of the long life of that. sefAement
or of climatic differences.
Storage of some other plant products will have
been straightforward: hazelnuts, walnut, linseed,
field beans, peas and other dried 'seeds' such as the
flavourings dill, celery seed and coriander, would all
survive for many months in a dry place. Crab apples
probably remained edible for quite long periods, too,
and may have been dried. For the soft fruits such as
raspbe~xy,blackberry and biIberry, storage beyond a
day or two would only have been possible by cooking (when they could have kept for some days) or,
for the longer term, with the use of large quantities
of honey or in the form of ferments. The one certain

Table 13 Records of the spider beetle Tipnus unicolor from Anglo-Scandinavian and post-conquest deposits at 16-22
Coppergate by period
I

Period

Tipnus

no.
individuals

in no.
subsamples

Period total no.
samples N>20

IndividualsllOO

subsamples

'leaf' vegetable available to the inhabitants of AngloScandinavian York, leeks, would presumably have
stood in the ground through much of the winter,
Honey, itself, is an excellent energy source which
would have kept more or less indefinitely.

I
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Vertebrates would have presented fewer pmblems of seasonalify, since at least a few individuals
of domesiic livestock would have been available for
daughter and consumption fresh throughout the
year. Similarly, at Xeast some wiId mammals and birds
could have b ken hunted in every month, although as
noted on pp.393-9 they appear not.to have been used
011 a large scale. We lmow of no bioarchaeological or
artefactual evidence for storage of the meat of mammals and birds in Anglo-Scandinavian York, even
though the tradition of s m o h g meat is well established in Scandinavia. Fish, too, would have been
available to catch all year round, although their quality and the ease with which fishing could be carried
out would vary Preservation of excess meat and fish
is of course desirable and commonin most European
cultures. While much fish was probably brought to
York fresh (running boats up the Ouse on the tide),
the strong Scandinavian tradition of fish preservation by pickling, d r p g and smoking would lead us
to expect that such preserved products were also
available. Deteclbg pickled fish, presumablyfilleted,
at the point of consumption would be Micult unless characteristic suites of flavourhgs were recognised. Dried and smol<edfish might
- be recognised
by the proportions of post-cranial. to cranial bones,
and the particular cranial bones present.
Studies of plant and animal remains in AngloScandinavianoccupation deposits inYork h e given
us extensive lists of ingredients but we can say little
about how the ingredients were prepared and
cooked, and how they were associated into dishes
and meals. Even when a range of foods are fomd
together in a discrete patch of faeces, for example,
they may represent successive meals or mixing dur-.
ing deposit formation.Perhaps the only evidence for
a prepared food is the &scovery of fragments of
charred material which appears to be bread from
Coppergate (20 records), 1-9 Micklegate (3) and 2
CLiffordStreet (1).Records of zonation of burning in
bones might give clues as to bow joints were cooked,
but no systematicanalysis 11% been made. Fruitstones
up to about 12mm in maximum length seem often to
have been swallowed, to judge from the quantiti.es

observed in faecal deposits in pit fills, thoughwhether
they were eaten fresh or cooked cannotbe determined
from the remains. Likewise small fish bones seem to
have been swallowed fairly often, the remains bearing characteristicevidence for crushing during chewing and acid etching in the gut (AY 14/7, fig.193a).
That these bones survived digestion indicates that
they had not been cooked for long periods (cf. AY
14/4; NiclmIson 1993).Again, patterns of burning of
fish bones might suggest means of cooking.

Human health
As pointed out by Kenward and Hall {AY 14/7,
758), human remains of Anglo-Scandinaviandate are
uncommon inYork so that direct observationof skeletons cannot be used to deduce pathological conditions,and thus indirectevidencemust be sought.This
evidence may be in the form of conclusions as to the
quality of diet, or indications of toxins or pathogens.

Judging from the food remains discussed above,
the townspeople had a rich and varied diet available
to them, overall. Whether individual diets were good
throughout the year is another matter, and probably
impossible to ascertain given the fact that the deposits analysed were almost always formed over weeks,
months or years, and that debris representing different components of the diet may have had different
disposaI routes. FaecaI layers in which fruitstones are
rare may suggest the possibility of vitamin C deficiency, but only if green vegdables were not being
consumed in quantity (the evidence for leafy vegetables is currently restricted to leek).
The possibility that the large quantities of comcockle seeds present in cereals may have had a deleterious effect on health was mentioned by Kenward
and Hall (AY 14/7/7581; it clearly deserves further
study. Peas and/or beans appear to have been contaminated by the bean weevil Bruchus rufimanus,
which has frequently been fomd in cesspits in the
town, doubtless having been swaLIowed with cooked
pulses. The effect of low-level contaminationby this
and other insects (perhaps incIuding aphids, cf. Hall
et al.1983b),was probably negligible, however, since
quite high levels of insect contamination of faod can
be tolerated (Venkatrao et al. 1960).

As mentioned above, material interpreted as human
faeces has been widely recorded in Anglo-Scandinavian

deposits in York both in primary contexts (typically
pit fills),and occasionaIly as reworked faecal concretions, and this is some of the best evidence available
regarding health. It is characterised by the presence of
high concentrations of wheat/rye (Piticum/Secale)
'bran1, usually accompanied by a suite of other plant
remaim likely to have been ingested in food. These
include seeds and sometimesother parts of fruits like
blackberry, sloe and apple and, where preservation
is very good, even seed coat fragments and other Sissues of pulses (peas and beans} and leaf fragments
of leek. With the bran in these deposits, almost invariably, are abundant eggs of tke intestinal parasites whipwom (Trichuris)and roundworm (Ascaris)
(e.g.AY 14/ 7,69&7,758-9). Infestationby these two
nematode gut parasites was probably very common,
perhaps ubiquitous.The numbers of eggswere sometimes Large so that individuals may have carried
heavy burdens of parasites at times, with an inevitable effect on the well-being of individuals whose
health was challenged by some other factor. No other
internal parasites have been unequivocally rrecognised from Anglo-ScandinavianYork, although identification of the rather featureless eggs ofJ for
example, liver flukes, is very difficult.
Infection by the common nematode gut parasites
occurs all too easily. Vast numbers of eggs are produced by both Ascaris and Trichu~is(e.g. Markell and
Voge 1976, 240, 261), and €hey remain infective for
some time. The exposure of faeces in pits is attested
by evidence from some sites (for example Coppergate), and it is likely that parasite eggs, as well as
disease-causingmicro-organisms, were dispersed by
insects as a consequence (Kenward and Large 1998b).
Infection by drinking water seems possible where
wells or other sources of water were close to cesspits
or contaminated ditches.
Despite the negative effects of gut parasites and
contaminant corncockle seeds, the typical AngloScandinavianalimentarytract will have enjoyed a diet
rich in roughage, much of it in the form of bran' so
that transit times were low and we can suggest that
diseases such as hverticulitis and bowel cancer were
rare, The liveliness of digestive systems is attested by
the abundance of fruitstones (and sometimes fish
bones) which had plainly been voided in faeces.
People may have carried gut parasites without
realiskg it, but some other invertebrates would have

had a tangible effect on humans, namelycfleas, lice,
flies and ticks, The last of these groups is rFpresented
only by rare records of the sheep tick Ixudes ricinus
(Linnaeus),which attacks a wide ratige of w a m blooded animals. In addition tu being iratating, I.
ricinus can carry Lyme disease (causd by spirochaetes) and may have been favoured by higher temperatures in the Anglo-Scandinavian period
(Lindgren et al. 2000). Human fleas (Pulex irritans
Linnaeus)were very common at Coppergate, especially in deposits associated with buildings (they
were recorded from 197 contexts; AY 14/7,698-7031,
and have regularIy been recorded from other sites of
the period. The fact that only one human flea was
recorded from the Pavement site may be ascribed to
failure to recognise their remains during that early
study. Clearly fleas were at least a minor nuisance,
and they may have been vectors of disease. A few
fleas of dogs and rodents have also been recorded,
and they too may have been annoying and potentially injurious to health.

Human lice (Pediculus humanus Linnaeus) were
also fairly frequent at Coppergate, with records from
nearly 60 contexts, particularly in floors of Period 4B
(AY 14/7,69&700). l? humanus has occurred regularly
in smallnumbers at other sites, and the absence of early
records undoubtedly reflects non-recognition.The fiequency with which these very delicate insects are
now recovered irom suitable archaeological deposits suggests that they were extremely common, perhaps ubiquitous. Oddly, the numerous bone combs
recovered from Coppergate, in particular, all appear
to have had teeth too coarsely set €0have functioned
in combing nits (AY 17/12, 192334). By contrast,
what were clearly nit combs are described by Schelvis
(1991; 1992; 1998)and Fell (2000), and a fine-toothed
boxwood comb of post-conquest date from Coppergate is described by Morris (AY 17/13,2309-12). Although in themselves a minor irritation, P. humanus
is known to carry human disease. It is perhaps only
a matter of fime before the pubic louse, Pthirus pubis
(Limaeus), is discovered in Anglo-Scandinavian
York, since it is now known from Roman and medieval CarlisIe (Kenward 1999a).

A single bedbug, Cimex lectularis Linnaeus, was
recorded from Coppergate, and seems more likely
to represent the form associated with humans than
that found on pigeons. If so, bedbugs eiher survived
in Britain from the Roman period (for which there
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are a few records) or were re-introduced, quite possibly by the far-travelling Vikings. Bedbugs are probably disadvantaged by the more flimsy kind of
human dwelling, and may not h ~ v been
e
able to become abundant until we11 into the post-conquest period, when the general standard of urban buildings
improved.
O'Connor (AY 15/3, table 54) gives AngloScandinavian records for the black rat, Raftus rattus
Linnaeus, from Coppergate, and it appears very
likely that the animal was established at Xeast on the
fringes of the town. We do not know whether plague
stnrck York at h s period but the presence of black
rats obviously makes it possible. We need to search
for remains of the plague flea, Xenopsylla cheopis
(Rothschild),although plague can also be spread by
other species, including human fleas and fleas associated with rodents, some of which have been recorded from Coppergate.

Several species of flies known to carry disease,
including the housefly and stable fly, have been identified from Coppergate, where they were sometimes
abundant (AY 14/7, 762-3). The numerous beetles
living in cesspits may also have carried a range of
pathogens (Kenward and Large 199817).Fly puparia
from Anglo-Scandinavian York have not been studied systematically,but species of medical importance
were certainly both ubiquitous and abundant. Various biting midges and mosquitoes must have been
common, too, but it has not yet been pacticable to
identify the abundant remains of the group to which
these flies belong. An attempt to !investigate these
would be worthwhile in view of the ability of some
of the species to carry disease, particularly malaria,
wluch may have been a constant threat in a t o ~ n
fringed by marshland and, it is suspected, with a climate warmer than that of the 20th century.

Textile working
One of the consistent features of plant assemblages from Anglo-Scandinavian sites in York has
been the presence of plants likely to have been used
in certain stages of textile working, especially dyeing and mordmhg. The presence of one of them,
dyer's greenweed (Genista iinctorin L.), was signalied
duringvery early work on insect remains from Pavement, when material of the weevil Apion dqicile
Herbst, which feeds almost exclusively on this plant,
were recognised (Kenward et al. 1978, 63). Subse-

quently, a suite of taxa was found at 16-22 Coppergate comprising dyer's greenweed, madder (Rubia
tiplctortlm L.), woad (Isafis tinctoria L.) and the
clubmoss Diphasi~sfrumcornplanaturn (L.) J. Holub (as
Diphasium complnnatum, AY 14/7, 709-15 and 7679). Some-otherpIants recorded at that site might also
have served to provide dyestuffs (ibid., 770-1). Incidentally, the Apion proved to be very common, too.
As a further aside, it may be mentioned that insects
in addition to Ay ion dzficile may have been imported
with the large quantities of G. finetorin and other
dyeplants obviously utilised in Anglo-Scandinavian
York, but they are difficult to recognise unless they
are abundant or alien. In particular, Sitona species
and a range of other Apion species, both of which
genera are rather numerous kn deposits of this date,
may have been brought with G, Einctoriu, host to at
least some species in both genera (Hoffmann 1958,
1768) (see, however, the discussion of the possible
origin of Sifona with peas and beans, p.388).

Remains of some or all of these plants were subsequently recorded from other deposits of AngloScandinavian date in the city and, indeed, the clubmoss, in particular, has become something of a
'marker fossil' (with the caveat that it may in some
cases be reworked); the distribution of records for
these plants is shown in Eig.93. It is worth remarking here that smaIl amounts of some of these dyeplants were discovered in the 1990s in the dried
residues from the samples from 6-8 Pavement originally examined in 1977 (Hall 1998, 6); clearly it is
important to retain at Ieast some material from excavations for future study to check for remains whir11
are not recognised or not identifiable initially.
That dyeing was one of the processes in textile
working which tookplace within tile city is clear from
the concentrations of dyeplant material in many of
the deposits, especially at Coppergate (cf. AY 14/7,
709-10,712-13). In many other cases, howwer, only
traces of material were recorded and it seems likeIy
that we are dealing with a 'background' of debris
spreading from an epicentre in the Coppergate/
Ousegate area (and with another focus at 1-9 Micldegate), though of course we still only have records
from a few sites (Fig.93).Although dyeingmust have
taken place along with the various other processes
involved in turning raw &res into finished garments,
the precise way in which dyeing was undertaken
remains obscure. Thus, no vessels survive which

might have served for dyeing large hanks of wool,
let alone lengths of cloth. Cardon and du Chatmet.
(1990) record the former practice of dyeing with woad
in pits or gullies. This may explain the records of concentrations of remains interpreted as dyebath waste
in the fills of some cut features, though none was
noted as having the kind of waterproof lining one
presumes would be necessary for such a use. In any
case, it is difficult to see how these could be distin-

guished from cuts into which dyeplant material had
simply been discarded from vats or other vessels.

Between them, the h e e main dyeplai~ts-woad,
madder and greenweed - will have provided the
three primary colours and from these most intermediate shades. The red colouring rnatkr from madder (mainly alizarin and pseudopurpwin) and the
blue of woad (indigotin)match the evidence for tl~ese
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Fig.% {aboueand facing) Evidmcejhm An&-Scandinavian Yorkfor plants used in dyeing and murdanting. The central square in
rnch '~onstcllation'giwcsthe number ufconfextsexamined (and the size ofthe syrnbol provides a crude measure of the scale of investigation
t h ~ ~smallesi,
s:
2-9 contexts; wzudiuwz, 10-99 contexts; largest, 9 9 contexts examined). The puipheral symbols show the numbers of
conterts in which remains $the plants
recorded: white, clubmoss (Diphiaskurn cornplanaturn {L.) j. HolubE; green, dyer's
grecnweed (Genista tinctoria L., ihozigh nofe that this plant dyes yellow unless used with another dye); blue, wond b a g s tinctoria
L.); yullm, weld (Rescda Iuteola L.); and Ped, madder (Rubia tinctorum L.). The size of these peripheral syslzbals rejects the proporsoa
of inuesiigated contexts w)iich contained the taxa in question, though ofcourse,foi sites with relatively few samples, the imporiance of
f i e reniains may sometimes Be exngyernfedby this dmice (e.g.for Tanner Row? where the taxa were each recorded in one of only fivr
sflnrplesl. Thc scak aduptcddfnr these is: small, rrcorded in 1-951 of contexts; medium, 10-49%; and Inrge, present in 50% or more
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substances from studies of dyestuffs on textile fragments (AY 17/5). This indicates that dyeing took
place locally - whilst the yellows (from genistein)
from dyer's greenweed (and perhaps other plants,
of which the most likely is weld or dyer's rocket,
Reseda luteola, Fig.93) fill a gap resulting from the nonsurvival of these substances on textile fibres which
have been buried in the ground.
The clubmoss appears to have been imported
specifically for use as a mordant, for these primitive
plants have been shown to accumulate aluminium
(e.g. Hutchinson and WolIack 1943), one of several
metC& whose ions act on certain dyestuffs to make
them more light- and wash-fast and to alter the colour they produce. In the absence of aIum (potassium
aluminium sulphate), which was presumably not
available to dyers in the Viking world unless there
was trade with those areas where alum could have
been produced at that period (probably only the easternMediterranean, cf. Singer 19481, such a raw rnaterial would have been invaluable and this must explain
the importation of a c o m o d ~ i almost
y
certainly collected in the wild from some part of Scandinavia or
northern central Europe. AlU-toughimportant in later
centwies, tl~e'local' alum industry of nor&-east Yorkshire did not begin to become established until the
early 17th century (Pickles 2002).

T11e quantities of dyeplant {including clubrnoss)
recovered at 16-22 Coppergate (and variously at almost every other site with Anglo-Scandinavian contexts in central York) - which must represent a
fraction of the total amount originally used, given
losses to decay and presumed disposal away from
t11e sites excavated -incline one to wonder whether
dyeing was not:being practised on an almost 'ii~dustrial' scale; if so, it would certaidy require large-scale
trade to support it.
The kinds of textile raw materials for which there
is evidence in Anglo-Scandinavian York from yams
or textile fragments have been considered by Walton
Rogers (AY 17/11) and that author also mentions
archaeobotanical evidence for achenes ('seed') of
hemp and for seeds, capsule debris and 'scutching
waste' of flax from Coppergate. These fibre plants
were presumably xetted in the vicinity, though the
only good evidence for this activity is the later rnaterial of clumped flax stern fragments (with seeds and

capsule debris) from a meheval river deposit at
"
Layerthorpe Bridge (Hall et al. 2000b).

Turning now to animal fibres, the wo;kng of wool
is well attested by remains of this fibre as Baples or
clumps of raw wool, as well as fragment3 of yam and
woven textiles (AY 17/11), and a range of textileworking artefacts at Coppergate. Studies of insects
have contributed substantially to our knowledge of
wool processing, revealing it to have been a common
and widespread activity. In view of this, and given
the number of 'small findsf of wool of various kinds,
the lack of records of raw wool fibres from samples
analysed for biological remains is quite surprising.
This might be taken to indicate that wool came to
Coppergate ready cleaned; however, there are numerous records of h e very distinctive aduIts and puparia
of sheep keds, Melophagus uvinus (Linnaeus), and
sheep lice, Damalinia ovis (Schrank), or both, from the
Anglo-Scandinavian period in York as a whole. These
remains are considered to have been deposited as a
result of wool (or fleece) cleaning, and many of them
are from deposits which were clearly domestic floors,
although the insects (especially the robust ked
puparia) seem to have been scattered widely, perhaps with floor sweepings.There is a strong impression that h e remains of adult keds, which appear to
have very weak cuticle, are hmost cases recovered
only because they remained within the extremely
tough puparia until released during sample processing (something also suggested by Robinson 1981,
204); this explains how they may have become dispersed without decaying.
It is perhaps worth mentioning here that the sheep
parasites a€Coppergate are statistically very closely
correlated, in their occurrence in deposits, with Apion
species (probably including numerous unrecognised
A, dificile) and wifn some scarabaeid dung beetles
(Geotrupes spp., Aphodius prodromus Brahm and A.
granarius (Lintmeus)).One possible explanation for
the latter association is that wool cleanings, including sheep 'dags' (wool matted with dung), fell onto
floors or were discarded immediately outdoors and
attracted the dung beetles. Human fleas were positively correlated with these dung beetles, too, and it
seems possible that slovenliness in leaving wool
cleanings on floors provided a nutritionally rich substratum for flea larvae. T11e association of all these
insects may reflect the fact that cleaning and dyeing
were carried out in the same place.

Tanning and leather working
The importance of leather to the Anglo-Scandinavian
inhabitants of Yorlc is evident from the study undertaken by Mould, Carlisle and Cameron (AY 17/16),
founded on the large corpus of well-presewed material of leather offcuts and finished leather artefacts
from Coppergate, Piccadilly and Bedem. However,
the location of the tanners' establishmentswhere the
hides and skins were converted into leather has for a
long time been a matter of debate.
Benson (1902,64)described pits ill High Ousegate
which he thought to have been used for tanning:
'Amidst this subsojl were anumber of horizontal timber balks, about 9" X 9" rebated, and a quantity of
piling ... these indicate that the area was the site of
tan pits ... me pit towards High Ousegate rested on
a twelve-inch bed of puddled clay, the cenbe pit had
a nine-inch bed of yellow sand, wl~ilstthe one at
Coppergate end had, at the bottom, a lime deposit
five inches in thickness' [sic].This interpretation as
tan pits has subsequently been questioned and the
structures reinterpreted as cellared buildings (AY
8 / 3 , 238-50).
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Subsequently, some biological and other evidence
from deposits rich in leather offcutsat 6-8 Pavement
led Buckland et al. (1974) to postulate that early processes in leather making (i.e. hide cleaning and t11en
tanning) might have been practised at this site. However, most or all of t h e materials such as fine charcoal and ash, as well as the plant and insect remains
they discuss, are quite likely to have had some other
origin, and were frequent in contemporaneous deposits at Coppergate for which there is absolutelyn~
reason to suppose a n association with tanning.
Moreover, the abundant leather offcuts at Pavement
(considered in AY 8/3) indicate a later stage in t h e
utilisation of leather, either its working into artides
in the buildings or the use of offcutsfrom elsewhere
as litter on house or stable floors, the latter seeming
to be a reasonable interpretation to be placed on
leather offcutsin many cases (Hall and Kenward 1998).

Part of the evidence of Buckland et al. (1974) for
hide preparation (necessaryprior to tanning) at Pavement was the record of a single specimen in each of
the four samples of the beetle Trox scaber (Linnaeus);
later analyses showed it to be present in nearly half
of €11~
samples from this site, but mostly as single

individuals and in a few cases as two. These are consistent with the data from 16-22 Coppergate but in
contrast to those from Anglo-Scandinavian and early
medieval deposits at Layerthorpe Bridge where it
was present jn 30 of the samples at a mean frequency
of 3.6 per sample when present, and was some€iines
very numerous. Moreover, many of these samples
also yielded high concentrations of decayed bark
fragments and also sclereids - clusters of Iignified
cells which form in some kinds of bark, and which
are resistant .to decay, being released as the bark decomposes (these will certainly have been overlooked
in material examined prior to 1999). In the case of
Layerthorpe Bridge, we are probably dealing wit11
redeposited waste from tan pits. It may be significant that, though never abundant, small (2-35rnrn)
scraps of uncut leather were recorded from seven of
the eleven coiltexts at this site which contained bark
and sclereids. The recognition of tanning waste using plant and invertebrate remains is discussed by
Hall and Kenward (20031, who also consider suites
of remains indicative of various other craft activities.
Vertebrate resources had other uses in craft and
industry, notably horn, antler and bone in the making of a variety of artefacts. The importance of these
materials is l~ighlightedby MacGregor et al. (AY
27/ 12), who include combs, pins, knife handles,
needles, thread reels, spindle whorls, slates, box lids,
and so on.

Livestock, their food and their
parasites
Although mast of the faecal deposits at Coppergate, for example, are thought to be of human origin
(and at Pavement a discrete human stool preserved
by mineralisation was studied by Jones in AY 14/4),
some contexts have been described as perhaps containing or consisting of pig faeces on the basis of a
low ratio of Trichuris to Ascaris eggs, and in at least
one case measurements of Trichuris eggs suggested
T,suis (of pigs) might have been present (AY 14/7,
759 and 778-9). Such a ratio has been said to be indicative of pig, rather than human, faeces (Taylor
1955), although this assertion requires objective testing, Subsequently, some material examined as part
of a project to draw together the information discussed here has given some more support to this idea:
samples from 4-7 Parliament Street (Hall, and Kenward 2000a), for example, were found to have low

Table 14 Records of u~charred('waterlogged') cereal or cereal/grass chaff from Anglo-Scandinavian sites in Fork

Site

Record

No. contexts

No.cases

No. cases with more
than traces of remains

examined
1 6 2 2 Coppergate

1-9 Micklegate

Cmalia indet.
Gramineae/Cerealia )

430

29
8

9

Cerealia indet.
1
Grmineae/Cerealia )

27

6
2

3
0

2

North Street
2 Clifford Street
41-9 Walmgak

Cerealia indet.

7

1

0

4-7 Parliament Street

Cerealia indet.

4

4

4

Triclzuris to Ascaris ratios and, whilst rich in wheat/
rye 'branf and other food debris, also contained
substantial concmtrations of uncharred cereal chaff
(Table 24), something which is unlikely to have
formed more than a small component:of human food
but which is very typical of animal feed.
Support for the presence of pigs, or at least their
uncleaned skins, at Coppergate is provided by small
numbers of records of the pig louse Hnematopinus apri
Goreau. However, in no case were these lice especially abundant (cf. one of the house floors at the Deer
Park Faxms site, Co. Antrim; Kenward and Allison
1994b).It is worth mentioning here that H. apri,now
found on wjld boar, appears to have been the louse
of British pigs in the medieval period, probabIy only
being replaced by H, suis (Linnaeus) when modern
pig varieties were introduced. H,apri is now extinct
in Britain (AY 14/7,778).
There were also (in addition to numerous sheep
lice) lice from cattle, goats, horses and cats, but again
in small numbers and certainly not providing evidence that these animals lived on the site.

With regard to the keeping of lives€ockin the
town, it has been suggested by Kenward and Hall
(2000b) that conditions resembling those in an oldfashioned farmyard may have existed at 118-26
Walmgate. The buildings may have been byres or
stables, and the food remains may have represented
either domestic occupation or the feeding of Iivestoclc

with scraps (or both); pigs seem the most lilcely animals to be kept at a site such as this.Pigs might well
be fed cereal clecming waste, accounting for the
records of chaff and whole or fragmentary seeds of
cornfield weeds, and might produce ambiguous evidence in the worm egg record {either by recycling
human faeces or h o u g h their own infections). The
Walrngate area of York may represent an early stage
of urban settlement, with crowded smallholdings
which would eventually be subdivided into tenements to form an urbanised area of the lund seen
closer to the centre of York at this period (and as discussed for the Norwegian town of Bergen (Krzywinski and Kaland 1984) (see also p.495). This is
clearly a topic for further research using structural.
and bioarchaeological evidence.

For the Roman and post-conquest periods in York
there is good evidence for the stabling of horses (or
other equinesj, in the form of large quantities of stable
manure, a material whose identification in archaeological deposits is discussed by Kenward and Hall
(1997). By contrast, clear identification of stable manure is conspicuouslyrare for the Anglo-Scandinavian
period, suggesting real differencesin the importance
of horses. Stable manure may be recognised by combinations of plant remains from cut vegetation, typically grassland, various materials used as absorptive
litter (which may include bracken, moss, peat, wood
chips and perhaps even leather), insects imported
with 'l~ay'and other materials, insects favoured by
foul but open-textured rotting matter, and, in the
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Roman and post-conquest periods, grain pests from
cereal feed. The probable absence of grain pests in
the 5th to mid-11th centuries may make it harder to
recopse stable manure, but the combinationof other
components should still be diagnostic.
Although a few samples at the Pavement and 1622 Coppergate sites contained quite large numbers of
insects which would have been favoured by stable
manure, they may equaIly have exploited ofher rather
foul decaying matter, and they were not accompanied by unusually large quantities of pIants considered typicaI of stabIe manure. One exception was a
very deep narrow wattle-lined cut (6422, to the rear
of Tenement D on the Coppergate site in Period 5B)
wluch conceivabIy started life as a well but was eventually used as a reposito~yfor stable m u r e amongst
other fills (AY 14/7, 611-13). Thus it appears that
horses were not normally kept stabled in what is the
archaeologicallybest-known part of Yorlk. Might they
have been kept in the open? It has been suggested,
albeit on rather limited evidence, that h e area to the
rear of the Coppergate site may, in Period 5C, have
been grazed (AY 14/7,624-7). Perhaps this was the
kind of place where horses were kept h paddocks,
or tethered. Even if horses were kept indoors, stable
manwe may only very rarely have been allowed to
accumulate or have been dumped on occupation
sites. Perhaps it: was too valuable as manure to be
wasted. On the other band, urban stabling needs
Iarge quantities of imported food in She form of hay
and cereals, not easily avajlable in a decentralised
economy, so that animals were left outdoors where
there was at least limited grazing. Certainly borses
entered into the life of Anglo-ScandinavianYork, for
aaefacts associated with horses were quite frequent:
at Coppergate (AY 17/6, 704-9; AY 17/14, 2558-9;
see also AY 15/3,152,183-4).
Perhaps the most likely livestock to be have been
kept within the Anglo-Scandinavian town are chiclens, and certainly bones of domestic fowl are well
represented in assemblages of vertebrates. In view
of this, the complete lack of records of lice and fleas
parasitic on chickens is odd. It was suggested in AY
14/7 that some of the shallow 'scoopsr recorded at
Coppergate may have been produced by h e scratching and dust-bathing of chickens; a modern parallel
is discussed by Dobney et al. (2000).Geese, too, seem
likely to have been kept, but again have left no evidence i
n the form of parasites. Eggshell was fre-

quently recorded in occupation deposits at Coppergate
and elsewhere, but no identification has been made
and no entire 'lost' eggs appear to have been recorded.
Quite large numbers of bones of cats and dogs have
been found in deposits of the Anglo-Scandinavian
period in York, and a single cat louse (FelicoIa subroS tratzds (Burmeister)),was reported from Coppergate
(AY 14/7,596).

Vermin and their parasites
The status of wild (or domestic) animals as vermin
is a matter of some subjectivity.Among the mammaIs
from Angio-Scandinavian deposits at Coppergate
listed inAY 15/3 {table54)bank vole, field vole, water
vole, wood mouse, house mouse and black rat might
all, under some circumstances, be regarded as pests,
and one suspects that cats might be, too. Of these
species (and ignoring the moot case of cat), only
house mouse and black rat were represented by more
than a few bones. It is suspected that, had sieving
been carried out on a much more systematic basis,
the status of all of these species at.Coppergate would
be much clearer. It is worth noting that a few individuals of fleas found on rats and mice (Nosopsyllzds
fasciafus (Bosc) and Cfenophfhalmusnobilis {Rothschild)) were also recorded from Coppergate. Both
may carry diseases of human beings, and N.fasciatzds
is certainly implicated as a plague transmitter, as is
the human flea. It seems unIikely that any birds
would have been regarded as a nuisance, on the assumption that tender greens and cereals were not
being cuIfivated in the town.

The influence of t h e rivers
The rivers Ouse and Foss were clearly important
in determining the location of Jomf, thxough its accessibilityby water for trade ha period when ships
were the principal means of long-distance transport
This would have been at least as true for t h Scandinavian colonists as for the Romans who sited
Ebo~ocumfor its strategic value 800 years earlier. It
used to be suggested that the reason why so much
organic matter is preserved in archaeological deposits in York is that it was regularly soaked by floodwater (and see discussion on p.372 concerning Bensonfs
and Ramm's comments on flooding), but there is no
good evidence from sediments or biological remains
to support this. Although aquatic and waterside
organisms are fairly common in occupation depos-

Table 15 Proportion of aquatic insects (adultbeetles and
bugs) from Anglo-Scandinavian sites in York
%NW

Site
6-8 Pavement

1.4

1W 2 6 Walmgak

1.8

16-22 Coppugate

1,4

1-9 Micklegate

1.9

41-9 Walmgate

1.9

2 Cliffrrd Street

0.4

4-7 Parliament Street

2.7

fell only slightly above the mean for those sites for
which data are available (Table 15);the hihest value
came from 4-7 Parliament:Street)one of the most elevated of the sites, and variations may depend prirnaxily on the amount of water i.mporte&The river
Ievel in €he Roman period was estim&d by Hall et:
al. (AY 14/3) to lie below 4m OD, well below the level
of Anglo-Scandinavian occupation here, and it seems
entirely possible that it had not risen significantlyby
the 9th century (Kenwaxd et al. 1978, fig.40; Tooley
1990; Long et al. 1998).

Salt-marsh and estuarine habitats

its, there are far more plausible explanations for their
presence than flooding to a kveI which would be surprising even today, when run-off jnto the rivers is
enhanced by artificial drainage above York and when
both rivers have been narrowed so much that the
escape of flood water is impeded. This said, were
any areas ever suhect to flooding? Of the sites for
which significant biomchaeola~calanalyses have
been made, that at 1-9 Micklegate seems tke most
likely to have been in danger of inundation. However, there were no more remains af riverine plants
and invertebrates than at sites on higher ground (UIdeed, €he former are always rare; see Table 9, p.392)
Thus, the proportion of aquatic insects, for example,

Records of macrofossil remains of some obligate
salt-marsh plants from Anglo-Scandinavian York
{Table16) have, together with those for similar plants
from Roman deposits, posed somethii-kg of an interpretative problem. If they arrived from salt-marsh
vegetation in t11e vicinity, we have to allow that the
rivers inYork were not only tidal at least as far as the
city @de Briden 1997)but also sufficiently saline for
halophyte plants to become estabIished along the
high water mark (most are plants only found in such
habitats). Another hypothesis is that these remains
arrived in the city incidentally with vegetation cut
or grazed from salt-marsh, i.e. with hay or in herbivore dung. If the latter is the explanation, then we
must assume that animals reached York on the hoof
from salt-marsh grazing within the time required for

Table 16 Records of salt-marsh plants from Anglo-Scandinavian York (numbers of contexts);remaim were 'waterlogged'
unless otherwise indicated

MPavement
5-7 Coppergate

l
1.

1-5 Aldwark

1

46-22 Coppergate

4

9 Sr Saviuurgate

19

16

1

3

1

Layerthorpe Bridge

41-9 Walmgate

2

1
2

1

2

1

F

i
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complete transit of s a l t - m s l ~
plant material througl~
their guts. Tracing the changes in the lower Ouse and
the Humber should not be too difficult using sedimentological and bioarchaeologicalstudies, providing suitable sections can be located.
Marine littoral invertebrates, and some estuarjne
and salt-marsh ones, may provide a tool for tracing
the extent of marine influence into estuaries in the
past. However, as an ecological groupii~gthey are
not without their complications.Ptenidium punctatum
(Gyllenhal), a small beetle primarily associated with
seaweed on the strandline, was found in large numbers in someAnglo-Scandinavianlayers at.Pavement
and Hall et al. (AY 14/4,181-2) have discussed the
significance of this species at length, concludingthat
it probably exploited some specialised kind of decaying matter on the site. Rather remarkably, the spee
(and one would have
cies was not found at t l ~nearby
imagined very similar) Coppergate site (AY 14/7,
747). There is a record of P, ?puncfahmfrom an evaluation of medieval deposits in the Gowthorpe, Fhkle
Street and Micklegate area of SeIby (Carrott et al.
1993b), from the supposed Kirk Dyke2in company
with a rather unusual assemblage of insects and not
far from the tidal River Ouse. In the absence of the
York records this might have been interpreted as evidence of saline water, but obviously this is not the
only possible explanation. Another marine littoral
insect which adapted itself to habitats on occupation
sites in the past was the fly Thoracochaefa zusferae
(Haliday),whose puparia are often abundant, especially in deposits interpreted as cesspit fills (Belshaw
1989; Webb et al. 1998).

The rural landscape and the
environmental impact. of resource
winning
York did not exist in isolation: it was dependent
on the local landscape for its raw materials and food
supply. One vital source of information about the
rural hinterland of a town like York should be extractable sequences of peat laid down in wetland
areas. Peat deposits can be regarded in two ways:
firstly, their very existence stands as evidence of the
nature of the local landscape and of the availability
of a resnurce; secondly, and potentially more irnportant, bioarchaeological information conceimhg conditions at the time of deposition is locked up in them.

The only published information from a natural
site near York is for Askham Bog a few kilometres
south-west of the city, where two studies of pollen in
sequences of peat have been made (Kenward et al.
1978; Gearey and Lillie 1999). Unfortunately the upper part of the siratigraphy at this wetland site has
been disturbed by human activity (including peat
cutting, perhaps as early as the Roman period, and
dike cleaning). Consequently the top metre of sedim e n t ~ in
, which the Anglo-Scandinavian period
sl~ouldbe recorded, caimot be reliably dated (Gearey
and Lillie 1999, table 7.2). However, fen peat was
probably still abundant in low-lying areas around
York, despite Roman depredations (in fact Roman
cutting of raised bog peat probably promoted
regrowth of fen peat). Peats have frequently been
observed witl.lin York's presumed catchment, for example in ditch sections. The only bioarchaeological
investigatioi~sof any of these peats, other than that
at Askham, were work at Thornton, some 20km
south-east of York, where deposits dated to the first
half of the first millennium AD were analysed for
insect remajns by Hill (1993), and an assessment of
thin but extensive Bronze Age peats at North Duffield, about the same distance to the south of the city.
Prehistoric peat was recently discovered at a site in
St Paul's Green, only a few hundred metres to the
west of the city centre, but here it is clear from the
stratigraphic record that it became buried during the
Roman period. It seems Iikely that any peat resources
close to the city would either have been buried or
worked out during the first half of the first millennium.
In the absence of direct information from natural
in situ deposits, can we deduce anything of York's
rural environs in the Anglo-Scandinavian period? A
variety of biological remains in occupation deposits
in the town may provide indirect evidence fox this,
although of course precise location and quantification of natural and semi-natural habitats and landuse types detected in this way will be very difficult.
Somevegetation types, nohbly woodland, heathland/
moorland, various h d s of wetland, and pastureland, seem likely to have been present near the town
to judge from the quantity of plant remains representing them, and to a lesser extent from the evidence
of the insect remains. There are obviously dangers in
arguing that quantity indicates proximity: some of
the dyeplan&, for example, seem far more likely to
be imported than of local origin. The distance over

which materials were carried would be determined
by their value as resources.

Timber and woodland management
There can be little doubt that the inhabitants of
Anglo-Scandinavian York made a coi~siderableimpact on woodland, presumably in the environs of the
town (though see comments in previous section);the
huge quantity of timber surviving - from brushwood and wattle to large oak planks and posts stands as evidence for t11e importance of woodland
to t11e ecoi~omy.The question of how far this resource
was carefully managed to remail-l sustainable is less
easily answered. On the face of it, the large quantities of poles used to make wattle and wicker structures at Coppergate, as well as the many turned
wooden objects formed from stems with a diameter
within Rackham's (1976) definition of 'underwood'
(cf. AY 17/13,2101), stand as evidence for woodland
managed by rotational coppicing. However, studies
of the numbers of annual rings and the diameters of
the poles from Coppergate do not give a clear indication of a cyclicaI management regime: there is not
an overwheIming predominance of specimens of
similar age, as might be expected for material cut
from a large stand of systematically coppiced woodland from which rods were cut at regular intervals.
As Pigs.94-5 show, most of the stems of hazel and
willow used for wicker structures fell in a rather

broad age range, so whilst coppicing (and possibly
pollarding) may -perhaps must -havz been practised, it did not follow a regular regime but was probably opportunistic (or, and much less"plausibly the
inundwood used at Coppergate came fmm a series
of managed woodlands with very diffment rotations).

Botanical analysis has reveaIed the use of woodland moss on a large scale at some sites. Given the
low rate of regeneration of moss, the impact on woodland of harvesting this crop must have been marked.
Moss-carpeted woodland floors would soon have
been replaced by leaf litter or even bare soil or, where
felling had occurred, by a ground flora of vascular
plants, followed by eventual regeneration of trees and
shrubs (where damage to seedlingsby grazing herbivores was prevented).This impact would have been
augmented by the effects of running pigs in woodland. The continuing availability of such mosses into
the later AngIo-Scandinavian period and beyond
suggesk either that the area of woodland available
was enormous, so that these effects were diluted, or
that moss was a sufficiently valuable commodity to
have been transported over considerable distances.
There is,however, nothing amongst the insect records
from moss-rich layers to ssuggest importation from
continental Europe. The kinds of mosses recorded
through the sequence at 16-22 Coppergate show no
particular pattern, with the same major taxa recorded
throughout.

Hazel

Fig.94 Distvibufion plot of rou~rdu~ood
rill# c u ~ l ~for
t s 1111 hnzd specimens fron; wicker nrzd
wattkiuork stnrctu~csfrom Anxlu-Scandinizzlinn deposits ot Copprgatl!

Many kinds of plants and insects were certainly
brought to the town incidentally in woodland moss.
At Coppergate, for example, some of the AngloScandinavian pits gave a substantial number of
woodland insect species, including the small stag
beetle Sinodmdron cylindricam (Linnaeus), while in a
few cases it l-lasbeen suggested that landsnails were
been imported in this way (AY 14/7,514-15,545,576,
661, fig.183). A component of plants other than
mosses from woodland floors was regularly recorded, at least.from Coppergate, the most conspicuous being wood sorrel (Oxalisncetosella L.), of which
seeds, abscission plates from the bases of the leaf
stalks, rhizome hagments, stem epidermis, and even
hairs from the stems, were all xecoxded. This plant
must surely either have been imported incidentally
with moss or with leaf litter. A similar route is suggested for the leaves (and perhaps also seeds) of l~olly
(Tlex aqu~olium).
It seems contradictory to have collected moss for sanitary purposes in which large
prickly leaves were present, so moss intended for
other purposes (possibly filteringor packing), or even
leaf litter, for example as a flooring material, may
account for some of this woodland component.Holly
leaves were quite frequent in pit fills but not strongly
correlated with remains indicating faeces. Perhaps
they were picked from the moss before its use but
ended up in the same repository

Not all the wood brought to Anglo-Scandinavian
York was destined for structures or artefacts. Much
must have been used as fuel, so tJmt its quality would
have been rather less important. It is suspected that
a proportion of the wood-associated insects recovered from occupation sites was brought with collected firewood (although some may then have
colonised decaying structural timbers). Some bark
beetles and dwellers in epiphytic moss probably arrived in this way. The bark beetle Leperisinus varius
(Fabricius) has occasionally been found in archaeological deposits under circumstances leading to the
suspicion that it emerged from logs, probably of ash
(Fmxinus),intended fox firewood; ash bums particularIy well when green by comparison with other
woods and so might have been favoured.As11 is rather
common in Anglo-Scandinavian York, for example at
1-9 Micklegate {Dobneyet al. 1993; I<enwardand Hall
2000a) and at Pavement (AY 14/4, 1851, while tl- ere
were records from about 50 Anglo-Scandinavian contexts a€Coppergate (AY 14/7). Ash was, bowever, at
least sometimes used for structural timber. Wood for
fuel would also be a source for some corticolous
mosses, especially,for example, Ulofa,recorded from
100 contexts at six Anglo-Scandinavian sites.
Studies of woodland history are perhaps inclined
to concentrate on stands of woodland or the spaces

Willow

Fig.95 Distribufioiolz plot of round7vood ring c o t ~ l ~for
t s all willoru specimens front wicker and
wattleu~ovlcstnictlires from Atiglo-Scaiolzdinavklz deposits at Coppergnte

in bet-ween,with rather little consideration of the transitional habitats afforded by woodland margins and
their linear versions, hedgerows. These are the places
where no doubt much of the wild plant food in the
form of nuts and berries was gathered by Yorl's AngloScandmavian inhabitants and they would perhaps
have been subject to less conbol by landowners than
the forests and fields they bounded.

Heath and bog
Heathland and moorland is well represented
amongst the plant remains from Anglo-Scandinavian
York; indeed, if the remains of heather described by
early workers (Benson 1902; Ramm 1971) were correctly identified, this plant is one of the more conspicuous components of deposits in York at this
period. Heather, and a suite of others likely to have
grown with it on heathland and moorland, were hequently recorded at Coppergate, for example (AY 14/7,
653), although many of these plants are no€restricted
to acid soils. The table in AY 14/7, fig.181, omitted
Vnccinium from the list it was recorded from 31 contexts at Coppergate as seeds and from a few others
in the form of fruit epidermis fragments and 'tori',
the rounded plates from the apex of the fruit. The
last of these is probably diagnostic for V , mytillus,
the bilberry. The source of these remains might be
only a few kilometres from the town if areas of
heathland had developed on t11e poorest sandy soils
(as at SWsall and Skipwith Commons), alfiough
Baines (1840) notes that heather grew then as close
to the city as the Heslington 'Tillmire', an area of common land just to the south of York. The question of
the date at which the heaths around York first developed is one which remains to be answered. In particular, we might ask whether turf cutting, starting
with the construction of the first Roman fortress but
perhaps resumed with renewed vigour in the period
we are considering here, caused soil degradation and
hastened the process of acidification.
In what form were the heathland resources
brought into York? Apart from the fruits of bilberry
brought as food, the more obvious possibilities for the
vegetative remains are turf, heather plants brought
whole for thatching, cut heather shoots seIected for
dyeing ox for artefacts such as besoms, and heathland
mosses (for similar purposes to those from woodland and, like them, containing various biological
remai-ns as contaminants). Various strands of evi-

dence are relevant here. Generally speaking, heathland insects (mostly the froghopper ~lo" reticdata
and the weevil Mic~elusericae) are rare in AngloScan&navian deposits in York (~able'?7),especiaIly
by comparison with some Roman sites, m d certainly
very much less frequent than heathe* This perhaps
suggests that heather, at least, was imported Iargely
as whole plants or cut: material (from which most
insects would have tumbled duxkg collection). If
t w e s were used regularly in large quai~tities,a wide
range of insects would be predicted to have been
brought, either sheltering in the litter layer or as
corpses which had died some time before the turf
was cut.
Ants from heatbland were found at the Pavement
site during the preliminary investigation (BucJdand
et al. 19741, but heathland/moorland insects were
present only in traces in the main series of samples
(AY 1 4/4,221); as mentioned on p.380, most of the
records were of the weevil SfrophosomusSUS, perhaps
offering a hint of the presence of furves.
One beetle which deserves mention at this point in
view of its frequent occurrence in Anglo-Scandinavian
York (and jn many other archaeological deposits) is
the small chafer Phylloperfha horticola (Linnaeus),
which is found far more often than its present-day
distribution and abundance in the York area would
lead us .to expect. Either it was far more common jn
the past or its importationwas favoured insome way,
or perhaps both. It is mentioned here because it is
likely to have been imported in turf or cut vegetation (Kenward et al. 1992,8). It i s a rather bumbling
insect, and seems quite likely to be caught up in cut
plants. Since it is most common on acid soils, it may
well have been brought with heather or heathland
turves.

Another aspect of the exploitation of peatland is
represented by the records for the moss Sphagnum,
leaves and shoots of which have been observed at
several Anglo-Scandinavian sites in York (Table 18).
That these were brought as fresh or dried moss rather
than as fossils ill peat is suggested by the paucity of
records of peat (and a complete lack of examples of
peat composed of S p h p u m itself). A furtl~erpiece
of negative evidence in this respect is the absence of
one particular species, S, intbricnfum, formerly an
important peat-forming species (e.g. Daniels and
Eddy 1990; Green 1968), very widely recorded in
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Table 17 Records ofheathland insects from Anglo-Scandinavian deposits at 1622 Coppergate. The llumbers of contexts
where more than 19 adult beetles and bugs of the groups used in ca1.dating statistics for each period are as follows: P3,49;
P4AI4; P4BI90; P5AI42; P5BI 141; P5Cf, 3; P5Cr, 21. There were no records of heathland insects from Periods 3,4A and 5Cf.

Taxon

Period

no. contexts

no. individuals

Rhco,gnatlius pullcti~lat~s
(Linnaeus)

Macrodemo microptevum (Curtis)

Scolopostethus decor~ttls(Hahn)
Shopliinxirr euicue (Cwtisj

UIopo rcl.icu1atc (Fabricius)

Table 18 Records for Sphapurn and for peat from Anglo-ScandinavianYork

Site

'14'Aldwark

No. contexts
examined

No. (%) contexts with
remains of Sphag~um

8

2 (25)

1 6 2 2 Coppergate

430

22 (5)

11&26 Walmgate

17

5 129)

5 Rougier Skeet

-

-

7-9 Aldwark
1-9Micklegate

7

5 (71)

27

4 (15)

104-12 Walmgate

3

1(33)

9 St Saviourgate

10

5 (50)

5

1(20)

All Saints' Cl~urch,Pavement

1:burnt peat fragmenks (?reworked)

1:peat f n v t s
1: ?burnt peat fragments
1: detritus peat fragments

Foss Bridge/Peasholme Green/
Layerthorpe Bridge
41-9 Walmgate

No. contexts with peat recorded

7

2 (29)

1: ?peat/mor humus

Table 19 Records of waterside/aqmtic-margind/reedswampplant taxa (counted in group PHRA,though qct necessarily exclusively so) from Anglo-ScandinavianYork (number of contexts from which remajns were recorded) -

Alisl~rasp(p).
Apintm nodifrorum(L.)Lag.
Baldellia rurrunculoides (L.) Parl.
Caltha palelstris L.
Cic~ifuoirosa L.
Cladizim mariscus (L.)Pohl.
C. nirr~is~ws
(vegve fgts)
EleocJraris ynltrstris s.1.
Euptoriatrn cal~naabiaumL.
Glycerirr cf.flzritnns (L.)R Dr.
Hippuris vttlgark L.
Hydrouoiyle nulga~isL.
Iris pscndncun~sL.
Jimcirs s~rbnodulosrasSchranlE
Lycopus etiwpneus L.
L y t l ~ r ~salicoria
~ln
L.
Menyiznthes trifoliatn L.
Oe~ronthcnqtlnticn (L.) Poiret in Lam.
0~
fiqtllii?~~
.
L.
0e.Juviatilis (Bab.) Colema'~
Oe, lrrchcnalii C.G. Gmelin
Fhragmites aausfmlis(Cav.) Trin. Bx Steudel
Ph. australis (culm nodes or fragments)
Ranu~rc~illks
lintpun L.
Scirpus lncustris s.1.
Scirpus ~~oritinrusfiacustris
Scutellaria galericulat~L.
Solanil~lrdulmmala L.
Spur$u~~iuln
sp(p).
Typka sp@).

2
4

20

15
1
25

1

1

6

post-conquest medievaI deposits in York as well as
in Hull. Indeed, more generally, it has been noted in
at least 102 archaeological contexts from 31 sites,
mostly in central and eastern Yorkshire (A.R. Hall,
unpt~blisheddata), for example at Blanlcet Row, Hull
(Carrott et al. 2001), and from post-conquest
Coppergate and medieval deposits at Bedern, York,
but no! from the Anglo-Scandinavian period.

Wetland
Plant- taxa from wetland habitats, other than hue
aquatics (see pp.391-2) or acid bog planis, occur from
time to time in hglo-Scandinavian deposits in York
(Table19). The tall emergent waterside taxa included
in this group have usuaIly been considered to have
arrived with cut vegetation for thatch or litter of some

!

,

1

I

Table 19 (conM)

AEisma sp(p).
Apium nodz$lomnl (L.) Lag.
Baldellia ranuncxloides (L.)Pad.
Caltha palustris L.
Cicuda virosa L.
Clrrdiurn rnlariscus (L.) Pohl.
C. llzllriscras (vegve fgts)
Elcod~arispalustris s.1.
Eliprafoviurnmnno binum L.
Glycerii cf.fluitlms (L.) R. Br.
ITipuris vulpris L.
Hydrucotyle rtulgrtris L.
Iris pseud~corwL.
Juncus subnodulos~rsSchrank
L!jcopus europams L.
Lythrutln salimri~L.
Mdnyantltes tPifolinta L,
Oenanthe aqmlica (L.)Poiret in Lam.
0e.fistirlosra L.
Oe.fluvintilk (Dab.)Coleman
Oe. Irachenalii C.G. Gmelin
Phrngmftesnusfrwlis (Caa,.) Trin. Eu Steudel
Plt. nraslralf (culm nodes or fragments)
Rlanzrnculus lingran L.
Scirpzls lacustvis s.1.
Scirpus marifi~nnisjlac~~stris
Scutellotia golericul~taL.
Solnnum di~lunmaraL.
Sparganiun~sp(p).
T y p h sp@).

1.

1

kind (e.g. Kenward ,at 1978). The numbers and
amounts of these plants are usually small, however,
and in no cases have deposits f o ~ ~ n elargely
d
from
cut waterside vegetation been observed. A few fen
insects have been recorded (e.g. Dromius longiceps
Dqean), but these are as likely to have arrived on
ihe wing (or even with water) as in cut vegetation.

Wetland illsechi are common in occupation deposits
the town but the more abundant species (e.g. Carpeiilnils biiineaius Stephem, C.fili@nosus (~ravenhorsi),
Anot$us nifidulus (Gravenhorst) and ~eobsniusSP.)
undoubtedly lived on the sites, apparently often
within buildings (AY 14/7; Kenward and Allison
1994a; Carroti and Kenward 2000).

Amble and pasture
Evidently large parts of the surroundings of AngloScandinavian York were still in a semi-natwal state
(as defined by Kenward and Allison 1994a, 56, following Rackham 1989,226), as heathland, woodland
and wetland. However, unless there was a substantiaI long-distance trade in cereals and Iivestock, arable and pasture must have made up a large
proportion of the landscape inorder to provision the
inhabitants of the town. Cereals were presumably
grown loccdy,though there is no evidence from the
cereals themselves or their weed contaminants to
confirm or refute this. In so far as they can be used as
soil indicators, the weed seeds poii-lt to exploitation
of neutral to acid soils, rather than those formed on
chalk or limestone. Most. of the local soils, where not
too wet, would have been suitable for arable cultivation. Similarly,most would also have supported pasture, incIuding those inundated in winter (and such
areas seem lilsely to have been largely devoted to
grazing, at least while any hay crop was not: standing). Pastures not subjected to heavy grazing seem
the most lilcely source for the very large quantities of
dyer's greenweed whch were brought to the town
in the Anglo-Scandinavian period, though it is not
impossibIe that the plant was deliberately mltivated
or even imported from further afield to supply the
needs of the urban dyers. Edlin (1951,133)notes that
the plant was sometimes cultivated in the past -in
the case he cites, in south-east England.
Two of the dyeplants, madder and woad, must
surely have been cultivated to provide the enormous
quantities of dyestuff needed; the location of the
fields remains quite unknown, however. Both may
be grown in the York area today, though madder
seems to require shelter to succeed and may well
never have been a viable field crop, even allowing
for higher swnmer temperatures. Woad is more likely
to have been a fieId crop at this latitude (it was, for
example, grown wit11 teasels in the Selby area in the
19th centmy, according to McMillm 1984) thoug11
there seems to have been no persistent tradition of
growing it mucl1further north in England thansouth
Lincolnshire during the second half of the second millennium AD. Either or both may have been brought
from much furtl~erafield, even from overseas.As remarked elsewhere, the one plant used in lfil~gloScandinavian York which must surely have been
imported from abroad is t!ne clubmoss Diphasinstrrlm
complana turn, presumabIy brought from Viking

homelands in Scandinavia or northern Germany. It
is inconceivable that it was cultivated. "

Climate
Tl

Darlc (2000) has summarised evidence for the
patter11of climatic change during the first millennitun.
AD. The Anglo-Scandinavian period was probably
warmer than present-day on a range of evidence (Kenward in press).
Bioarcl~aeological
evidence from York col~ceiming
climatic change has been aIluded to eIsewhere (e.g.
AY 14/7, 781). The nettlebug Heterogaster urticae
(Fabricius) had a southerly distribution in the mid
20th century, yet has been very reguIarly recorded
from Anglo-Scandinavian York: there were, for example, eight records from Pavement (AY 14/4,219)
and 64 from Coppergate (AY 14/7,489). Although
plant materials may have been imported in buIk from
further south or even from overseas, it is quite impossible to believe H. urficae was carried with such
frequency without being accompanied by a range of
other thermophilous insects, so it must have been a
very common denizen of the i~etklebedsof VikingAge York. The return of the nettlebug to the York area
in the late 1990s, as global temperatures increased,
seems to demonstrate the sensitivity with which it
responds to climate.
Some other species with possible climatic implications were noted from Pavement and Coppergate,
and from more recent excavations.Anthicus bifasciatus
(Reitter) has been fouid at three sites and Acrilus
homoeopafhicus Wollaston was recorded from Pavement; both have southerly distributions in Britain at
the present-day. A~zthiczisantherinus (Linnaeus),
found at 1-9 Micklegate {Kenward and Hall. 2000a)
and provisioi~allyrecorded from Coppergate, is
known from southern England, as far north as Derbyshire (Buck 1954). All three are associated with decomposing matter and may have been favoured by
artificial habitats, so it is uncertain whether they were
responding to generally higher temperatures or by the
special conditioi~sof the Anglo-Scandinavian town.
The significance of some Pla 9 s tethus species which
are i~orthof the distributions given by Hammond
(1971) is not certain; the apparent: recent restriction
of their dishibution is probably a m i x t u r e of modem
under-recording
Hammond, pers. comm.) and
a greater abundance in the north of England i
n the

'

past. Phymatodes testnceus (Linnaeus), Etdrydema
olemcea (Linnaeus),and Crypfolestesduplicnhks (Waltl)
were all xecorded horn 1-9 Micklegate but are not
normally found so far north today; E, oleracea has also
been found in a late Anglo-Scandinavian deposit
at 118-26 Walmgate. The possibility that these insects
were imported rather t11ai1 reflectinglocal.climate is
discussed below.
The method of recording adopted for insect remains from most of the sites considexed here was intended to maximise arc11aeologicaI reconstruction
rather than to obtain large numbers of records of rarities, so informationabout some climatically significant
species may have been lost; it would be useful to return to stored specimens to search for such species.

Trade: distance and volume
Biological remains offer evidence of trade of various kinds over short and long distances. Trade may
be colwidered at several levels, but in the context of
a discussion of Anglo-Scandinavian York will be divided jnto regional trade (say, beyond a few l~ours
journey from a sitebut witJ6.n northern England) and
long-distance trade (beyond this,but particularly overseas). The procurement of materials from areas within
one day's round jowney is not considered in this section. Generally spealsing, trade wifhin a single geographical area Inay be difficult to detect using
biological remains, since the fauna and flora can be
expected to have been fairly uniform. Exceptionswill
be importa.tion of materials not localIy available:
marine, high moorland and chalkland resources fall
in this category for York. Marine shellfish and crustaceans were obviotlsly, of necessity, imported to the
town (p.397) and are clear evidence of trade links
unless it is believed that occupants of f i e sites always went to the sea in person!
Trade over longer distances is perhaps more interesting to archaeologists and biologists alike. Some
invertebrates were introduced dead, as in the case of
the Red Sea cowrie Cypraea pantkrina (Solander)from
the 16-22 Coppergate site (AY 14/7,781), showing
saw marks and probably used in manufacturing
some form of personal decoration. Imported insects
(and most other invertebrates) are very unlikely to
be found unless they become established at least 10rare cases may occur.Osborne's (1971)
cally, altl~ougl~
record of the longhorn beetle ~ e s ~ e r u p h a nfnscicues

latus Paldelman from Roman Alcester, probably imported from the Meditexraean, provides an example,
but no parallels are known from the AngloScandinavian period. It has been suggested above
that some, at: least, of the dyeplants were imported
from beyond the jmmediate surroundings of York,
perhaps from further south (madder and woad) or
certaii~lyfrom overseas (clubmoss). Such importation may conceivably acco~mtfor the presence of insects which have a southerly distribution in Britajn
today (see p.418).Importation of madder and woad
from continental Europe is a possibility, although at
least a few non-British insects might be expected to
have been brought with them and encountered at
Coppergate or Micklegate if this was the case. The
clubrnoss was almost certainly brought from Scmdinavia or northern Germany areas w l ~ i csupport
l~
numerous readily identifiabIe beetles and bugs whicl~
are not found in the British Isles. The fact that such
insects were not found at Coppergate where the
clubmoss was enormously common may seem surprising at first, but D. ,complanntum grows as creeping stems rather than as clumps which would shelter
insects, and was presumably dried and to some extent cleaned before making the journey across the
North Sea, reducing the likelihood of insects being
transported with it.

It is notable that the 1-9 Micklegate site has provided a rather larger number of 'unusual' insect remains pro mta than the large body of samples from
Coppergate. This may be a real phenomenon, but it
is just conceivably an artefact of a further ten years
of experience and improved rapid identification
skills. However, the former site was close to the mail1
Ouse waterfront, where the presence of large quantities of imported materials may inevitably have led
to the importation of insects. Three of these, Phymafodes festnceus, Cryptolestes duplicatus and Eu ydema
ole~ucea,seem to be likely candidates to have been
imported with raw materials from southern England
or fie continental mainland (includingthe southern
fringes of the Baltic) to this riverside site: the first
two with wood and the last with woad (Kenward
and Hall 2000a). All may have originated locally,
however, if temperatures were higher or a wider
range of natural habitats existed.

Land-use zonation
Sufficient sites of Anglo-Scandinavian date in
York have now been investigated at least on a small
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scale for us to begin to search for systematic differences in their biota and to construct hypotheses about
variations in living conditions and human activiiy.
It seems probable that the area represented by the
16-22 Coppergate excavation was densely built at
tke street frontage, at least from Period 4B onwards,
and that the tenement yards were intensively used
in all periods. The buildings at Pavement appear to
have had a character broadly similar to those of Period
413 at Coppergate, but we have no first-hand information about conclltionsin the open areas associated
with them. There are hints from the plant remains a€
Pavement: that the area behind the buildings had
open access to the River Foss. There were very abundant aclwnes of celery-leaved crowfoot (Ranunc~lz~s
scelemtus L.) in many deposits from that site which
seem likely to have been infmduced by the trampling
of mud from an area of disturbed but at least:seasonally wet ground. The introduction of these seeds by
flooding or in buckets of river water seems unlikely
in view of the relative rarity of other aquatic organisms. The d d f m t recording methods employed over
the years make it difficult to demonstrate objectively,
but X, scelerutus was certainly by no means so prominent at Coppergate, either because the riversides differed between the two sites, or (more probably)
because there was less direct fmfficbetween the river
and the occupation area at the latter site (Fig.96).

The small area investigated at. 5-7 Coppergate
probably represents a very disturbed but rather
muddy yard area, whilst the few assemblages from
All Saints' Church/Pavement, closely resemble many
of those from 16-22 Coppergate. By contrast, the
material from 4-7 Parliament Street (Hall, and
Kenward 2000a) has given an overall impressionthat
that site was in some respects unlilce anything studied at 16-22 Coppergate, especially if it is accepted
t11at the three 'dumps' examined really formed on
surfaces and not in umecogniscd large pits. (Cutson
the scale of those seen in what may well be equivalent tenements fronling the Ousegate-Pavement line
at 44-5 Parliament Street would not necessarily be
recognisable as such in sections in an excavation as
small as that at 4-7 Parliament Street.)Nevertheless,
it seems possible that t11e 4-7 Parliament Street site
lay in an area wit11 poorer drainage than was e ~ e r i ertced at 16-22 Coppergate and 6-8 Pavement; it was
well above the slope to the river seen at those two
sites on what may have been an undulating plateau

with drainage impeded by Roman eartl-rworks and
walls. The deposits appear to have formed far from
the street frontage, consid~rablyremoved from t h e
likely position of houses, and so may represent an
area whexc the foul conditions generated by keeping
livestock (probably pigs, see pp.407-8) would be tolerated.

Plant and insect remains from 1-9 Miclclegate, the
only site so far to yield large numbers of AngloScandjnavian deposits south-west of the Ouse in
York,were essentially very similar to those from 1622 Coppergate. The numbers of samples from other
sites in this area (24-30 Tanner Row and 5 Rougier
Street, cf. AY 14/6) are too few to form the basis for
any meaningful comparison.
Recrossing t l ~ eriver, the site at 2 Clifford Street,
although only studied on a very small scale, appears
to have differed from those in Micklegate, Coppergate and Pavement, even though it lay barely 100m
from 16-22Coppergate While the rather sparse plant
remains were generally much like those from many
deposits at Coppergate, two of the five assemblages
were unusual in having prominent components of
material preserved by charping and consisting in
large part of cereal grains or spikelets,primarily oats.
At 16-22 Coppergate, for example, thwe were only
two contexts (out of 430) horn which more than traces
of charred oat grains or spikelets were recorded (a
third context yielded quite large amounts of
uncharred oat spikelets but came froma sequence of
deposits representing perhaps the best evidence at
Coppergate for stable manure, cf. p.409).

By ccmfxast,charred oats were frequent at 118-26
Walmgate (Kenward and Hall 2000b) and 41-9
Walmgate (Johnstone et al. 2000), and part-charred
material of the kind noted at Clifford Street was also
recorded at 41-9 Walmgate (Fig.97). Whatever the
source for this makrial, we may be beginning to see
a pattern emergiltg in which two foci
in the
Coppergate/Pavement area, and perhaps another
area including 1-9 Micklegate contrast with those
more 'peripheral' sites characterised by the presence
of concentrations of charred and parbcharred oats
{withthe Clifford Street site having deposits of both
types). One possible explanation is that roofing types,
assumingthe material represents thatch, differed, the
more inflammable straw thatchperhaps being frowned
upon where settlementwas densest and replaced by
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hrrf or some other material (cf. p.378).Another passibility is tlmt chaff-richoats were abundant at these
'fringe' sites because they were fed to livestock. In
either case, there would have been sufficient of the
material for a proportion of it to have been accidentally charred.
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Perhaps the most outstanding feature of the (admittedly small corpus of) samples from 118-26
Walmgate is the almost completelack of any evidence
s
in textile dyeing seen at
for the suite of p l a ~ t used
almost every other site in York wit11 AngloScandinavian deposits (Kenward and Hall 2000b;
Fig.93, p.404). Yet some of these dyeplants were Rcorded from contmp oraneous deposits around 200m
away at 41-9 Walmgate (Johstone et al. 2000), albeit in very small amounts. Perhaps the former site
-the one so far investigated which is fmthest from
the 'epicentre' of dyeplcmtuse and disposal in the
c i t y centre - was simply too far for remains to arrive by accident, and textile dyeing was not an aspect of the local economy i
n the Walmgate area.
The assemblages from 118-26 Walmgate showed
other, more subtle, characteristics which diffem~tiated thm from those from the town centre. The floors
never ylelded seetling assemblages of house fauna
like those seen at t h e other sites, suggesting illat the
buildings were used in hfferent ways. One possibility
is that conditions resembling those in an old-fashioned
farmyard existed there, as suggested on p.408, the
buildings being byres or stables, and the food remains
representing either domestic occupation or the feeding of livestock, probably pigs, with scraps.The Walmgate area of York may represent an early stage of
urban settlement, with crowded smallholdings, perhaps originally farmsteads, which would later be
subdivided into tenements.

Moving to the area east of the town centre, developerfunded excavations at 9 St: Saviourgate revealed excellent preservation of hglo-Scandinavian organic
deposits which unfortunately have to date only been
submitted to assessment (Carrott et al. 1998a). Even
so, it is clear that this site presented an environment
different from a n y t h g seen at Coppergateand Pavement, although perhaps with some affinity to the 47 Parliament Street.site.Annual nitropkile weeds were
very abundant in the assemblages from a series of
Anglo-Scaldinavian pit fdls from St Saviourgate,
suggesting conditionsnot unlike a poorly kept farm-

yard; this impressionis strongly reinforced by records
of large numbers ofdung beetles (Aphodius spp.).We
may tentatively suggest that the site was either far
enough from the town centre or, like 4-7 Parliament
Sheet, sufficiently removed from buildings for activities which would generate very unpleasant conditions to be tolerated. It is to be hoped that this
material can be subjected to detailed study before it
degrades in storage.
Moving further east, very foul conditions certainly
seem to have existed along the banks of the Foss in
the vicinity of what is now Layerthorpe Bridge. As
noted on p.407 Anglo-Scandinavian deposits from
an excavation here consistently gave evidence far
very decayed bark and large numbers of the beetle
Dux scaber, together considered to indicate the presence of waste horn tanning (Hall and Kenward 2003).
This process would have generated extremely foul
effluent, and tanning has rarely been tolerated close
to (at least the more refined) dwellings in the past.
Land-use zonation is clearly a topic for further
research using structural and bioarchaeological evidence; we are perhaps obtaining the beginnings of
an understandkg of the way different areas of AngloScandinavia> York were used, paralleling results
from Roman Carlisle (Kenward 1999b).

The beginning and end of AngloScandinavian York
All that has been discussed above relates in large
part to the heyday of Anglo-ScdinavianYork. Taking a ckronological view, we may ask, firstly, what
the Scandinavians found when they came to York,
secondly, how fie town evolved th.roug11 time, and
thirdly, from the bioarchaeological point of view,
what impact the Norman conquest had.
With regard to the first of these questions, tl~ereis
limited structural and artefactual evidence for an
Anglian presence in the centre of York, and certainly
nothing to suggest a thriving town. A11 of the bioarchaeological analyses made to date tend to support this. The rare deposits yielding well-preserved
biological remains which seem connected with the
Anglian period the pit contajnillg an Anglian helmet at Coppergat@(AY 17/8) and some pit fills at a
site between Bedern and AIdwark (AY 14/5)- are
subject to doubt as to dating. The helmet-pit has been
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argued to have been infilled in the Anglo-Scandinavian
period (AY 17/81. The pits at Bedern gave a radiocarbon date in the Anglian period, but it has been
suggested that they may have incorporated later
material (AY 3/3,150). In either case, the plant and
invertebrate remains from the Bedern pits suggest
no more than low-density occupation, perhaps in a
rather damp corner of what had been the Roman fortress. How did the pattern of occupation in York
arise? Were small tenement laid out essentially de
novo, or did they develop organically from less heavily subdivided holdings, perhaps farmsteads, whose
insubstantial remains have yet to be discovered?
One approach to the question of the mode of development of Anglo-Scandinavian York may be to
use insects strongly associated with human dwelling areas (synanthropes),which Kenward (1997)has
postulated increase in their diversity with time in any
given settlement. Inspection of t11e data for 16-22
Coppergate phase by phase does not show any significant increase with time, so that the town had eitherbeen established for some time before the earliest
period (3) in &at area, or had been preceded by farmsteads with a well-developed synanthrope fauna,
paralleling the rich fauna seen in deposits at the tjny
isolated rath site at Deer Park Farms, Co. Antrim
(Kenward and Allison 1994b; Kenward et al. 2000).
It would be enlightening to examine the synanthropic
fauna of samples dated to the very earliest phases of
Anglo-Scandinavianculture across York to determine
whether there was an initial stage with a limited
range of species, as may have been the case at Viborg,
Denmark (Kenward 2002).
It has been argued that the Fishergate area may
represent the Anglian zuic, but srrch bioarchaeological
evidence as has been recovered suggests that this area
was only intermittently occupied; the investigated
area again appears not to have developed into a significant settlement. It thus appears likely that the
Scandinavian brigands, traders or settlers who came
to ~e desirable spit of elevated land between the
Ouse and the Foss in mid 9th century themselves
brought about the development of a town in the
modern sense. York in Alcuin's time may only have
been a tight-hit ecclesiastica1community and its lay
associates -it is hard to believe that a more densely
urban settlement could have existed without leaving clearer traces in the archaeological record.

As to the development of Jorvik through the mid
9th to mid 11th centuries, it is too soon to GYto draw
any conclusions.The course of events at Coppergate
is we11 documented, but- there is insufkcient information from elsewhere. Among the pressing questions regarding the growth of York +S" whether it
developed primarily as a trading and craft centre,
hougl~
urban spread, or whefher at least some areas were initiated as agricultural settlements which
gradually succumbed to urbanisatiol~.
As far as the 'end' of Anglo-Scandinavian York is
concerned, the Norman conquest is surprisinglyhard
to defect bioarchaeologically.Although it has not yet
been possible to carry out more than an assessment of
most of the early post-conquest material, it appears
that in many respects life continued unchanged. A
notable exception is the apparently abrupt appearance
of grain pests, surely related to the establishment of
central storage as part of the new politico-economic
control system (although the extent to which the
changing abundance of and methods of husbandry for
horses was a factor requies critical evaluation).Even
here, however, the precise timing of the arrival of these
insects is uncertain: did they come first in grain supplies supporting the conquest (as seems to have been
the case in the early Roman period), or did they padually establish themselves in large stores over a longer
period of h e ? More substantialchanges had occurred
by the later medieval period, a range of plant foods
including the imported fig and grape appearing h
large quantities, and the insect fauna showing appreciable modification, presumably as buildings became
cleaner and drier.

Future research
We have alluded in many places i.11 this discussion to those areas where bioarchaeologicalresearch
into Anglo-ScandinavianYork could be concenbaf ed
in future. Much of this research is predicated upon
the survival of York's superb archive of delicate biological remains preserved by anoxic waterlogging.
Unfortunately, this resource may be under threat
from the effects of past and future development, and
perhaps of climatic cl~ange.Kenward and Hall (2000~;
forthcoming) have argued that at least the superficial deposits in York may be undergoing irreversible
decay. It is important that their hypothesis is put to
the test as soon as possible, and if there is any doubt
as to €he stability of the deposits there should be a
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two-pronged sbategy: to alter groui~dconditions in
an attempt to halt further decay; and to make very
detaiIed investigations of representative sites in case
that attempt fails.
That said, what should our future priorities be?
Firstly, it is essential to maximise the information
obtained from those deposits which are desboyed
legitimately within the course of the planning process by focusing on research priorities and ensuring
tkazsampIing and recording are appropriate. T11e 5%
destructionsanctioned within York's implementation
of PPG16 sl~ouldbe seen as providing opportunities
for investigation rather than as an excuse for removing
deposits with only cursory examination. Developerfunded excavations can provide the material for future re sear cl^, but developers cannot be expected to
fund that research. Thus, syntl~eticprogrammes
based on samples from well-excavated evaluations
need to be sufficiently well thought out to attract
funding from research councils or English Heritage.
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Secondly, we would urge that the time has come
for a major programme of research excavation on the
scale carried out at. 16-22 Coppergate between 1976
and 1981, taking advantage of the important lessons
Iearnt over the last quarter of a century. The questions which bioazchaeology poses today were not
tl~oughtof 25 years ago, and the sampling and analysis strategies were, as an inevitable consequence, limited. To give two examples, we now realise tl~atfloor
deposits should be sampled in great detail in order
to investigate changes through time and use of internal space, and that analysis of the way pits were used
may be better served by investigating the interfaces
between fill layers than by studying only the 'pure'
middles of contexts. Techniques of biomolecular
analysis are now lmown to offer an opportunity to
extend greatly our understanding of the resources
used on sites (for a recent review see Brothwe11 and
Pollard 2001), and the desire to monitor the success
of in-ground preservation has emphasised the need
for accurate records of the preservationaI condition
of biological remains (e.g. Kenward and k g e 1998a).
Ideally, detailed excavation should be carried out in
several zones of t11e city, for example in the
Skeldergate riverside area, along Walmgate, in the
Parliament Street area, and in t11e town centre on the
fringes of the area with extensive organic preservation,in order to test for occupation which did not

generate the 'compost heap' seen in the Coppergate/
Pavement area.

The environmental archaeology of AngloScandinavian York seems generally to be considered
to have been the subject of a great deal of investigation. In 01112sense this is so but, as will be clear from
the foregoing, the work carried out so far has (with
rare exceptioils) concentrated 01-1 the Coppergate/
Pavement area, and, in truth, only one extensively
excavated site (16-22 Coppergate) 11as been more
than cursorily investigated. Although a substantial.
number of samples from 6-8 Pavement and 5-7
Coppergate has been studied, both sites were excavated in small trenches whose archaeology was not
entirely clear, limitii~gtheir value and, in the case of
5-7 Coppergate, leaving dating rather uncertain; of
cowse even radiocarbon dating was very crude at
that: time, relying on whole-sediment radiocarbon
assay rather than single-item AMS dating. Studies
of other sites with deposits of the period have been
minor, or funds have not yet been made available to
study them. A selectionof the material from 1-9 MicJdegate was examined, representing the only other substantial corpus of information. Worlc on the archive
of unprocessed sediment samples from the 9 St
Saviourgate, North Street and 22 Piccadilly sites is
of the highest priority, and this material should be
investigated before it decays jn store.
We suggest the following as particular areas for
research into Anglo-Scandinavian York

What climatic change, if any, occurred immediately
before and during the period? Was the climate
conducive 50 easy travel and successful agriculture, including growing warmth-demanding
plants such as madder?
What did the incoming Scandinavians find on the
site of Jorvik?Were Roman buildings still in use?
Was there functional zonation? How representative
is a site such as that at 1&22 Coppergate of the
town as a whole? Is the zonation suggested by
the spatial distribution of evidence for dyeplants
borne out by areas so far uninvestigated?
Were some areas of 'high status' (cleaner <andbetter
cared for) and consequently poorly represented
in the record?
Are variations in preservation primarily related to
ground conditions or to organic input?

Did some structures and possibly areas of the town
11ave a primarily domestic charactex, while others
were purely used for craft, industry and trade?
A list of smaller-scale topics for investigation
would be huge, but might include:

What roofing materials were used?
Was beekeeping a common urban pastime?
Can we extend the known ranges of activities and
materials exploited through studies of biological
remains?
What were the rivers and their fringes like?
Can studies of marine molluscs elucidate their oxigin and patterns of exploitatioi~and supply?
Lastly, York did not exist jn isolation in the AngloScandinavianperiod. It needs to be placed in its local,
regional and internationalsetting. As far as rural sites
areconcerned, there is effectively no information from
any group of organisms, and detailed studies of
Saxon/Anglo-Scandinavianrural sites in the region
must be seen as a particularly high priority, to address
a broad range of questions, especially those concerned
with provisioning, with comparisons of urban and

rural conditions, and with the effects ofdchanges of
political control on the way of life at isoTated farmsteads. Location and palaeo-environmentalstudies of
rural and natural sites within its l~int:erl&dare a high
priority; we know next to nothing of producer sites
fox dus thriving urban settlement. Inwestigation of
trade in biological raw materials (such as dyeplmts)
over greater distances is also crucial and ruill. demand
changes in the approach to identification of insects, at.
least.
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In addition to giving a picture of local landscape
and change through time, rural sites (and natural
deposits, fox which no significantpost-Roman material appears to have been studied) will also be important as a source of information about. climate,
providing large insect assemblages can be recovered:
the evidence for temperatures higher than those ol
the 20th century from towns is strong, but largely
depends on a single species (p.418).
ii

Bioarchaeological.studieshave completely changed
the way we look at the Anglo-Scandinavianperiod in
York and elsewhere, but clearly there are many new
avenues to be explored, and a great deal of consolidation of existing knowledge to be underiaken.
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